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The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) introduced the Community Rating System
(CRS) to encourage community-level flood mitigation and increase individual-level flood
insurance uptake. This study analyzes what factors influence communities to participate in the
CRS and conditional on participation, what factors affect the type and intensity of participation
over time? I used historical data of policies-in-force, claims, CRS participation, and U.S. Census
American Community Survey for all NFIP communities in 11 key states to answer these
questions. The results show socio-demographic factors significantly and positively predict
communities’ likelihood of participating in the CRS, whilst flood risk variables of claims and
policies held do not. Further, flood risk variable (claims payment received) as well as sociodemographic variable (income) positively influence the intensity of communities’ participation
in the CRS over time.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Flood damage has been on the rise, averaging $35.8 billion per year (National Weather
Services, 2017). Li and Landry (2018) report an average of 70 flood-related fatalities each year
between 2006 and 2014. To mitigate flood losses, the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) introduced the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) in 1968. The NFIP offers
flood insurance in communities that comply with minimum standards for floodplain management
(FEMA, 2015). The NFIP has suffered from low participation and financial problems since its
inception (Thomas and Leichencko, 2011).
To strengthen the NFIP's effectiveness, FEMA introduced the Community Rating System
(CRS) in 1990. The objectives of the CRS are: (1) reduce and avoid flood damage to insurable
property, (2) strengthen and support the insurance aspects of the NFIP, and (3) foster
comprehensive floodplain management (FEMA, 2021). The CRS is a voluntary community-level
program that incentivizes communities with premium discounts to implement additional
floodplain management activities that exceed minimum NFIP standards. Empirically, the CRS
appears to be effective in achieving its objectives. Zahran et al. (2009); Petrolia, Landry, and
Coble (2013); Sadiq and Noonan (2019); Frimpong et al. (2020), find a positive relationship
between CRS and NFIP participation. Brody et al. (2007) and Michel-Kerjan and Kousky (2010)
find a negative relationship between CRS participation and flood-related property damage.
Highfield and Brody (2017) and Frimpong et al. (2020) find that CRS-participating communities
1

have reduced flood claims. Despite the growing body of literature on CRS effectiveness, only
about 5% of participating NFIP communities participate in the CRS (FEMA, 2017). This has
advanced researchers’ investigations into why communities do not participate in the CRS.
First, Sadiq, Tyler, and Noonan (2020) find that communities do not participate in the
program because of inadequate time, lack of staff, and funding. Weitzel (2018) finds that
communities do not participate because of the program's cumbersome application process and
reporting structure. Some researchers have also investigated factors that influence communities
to participate in the CRS. Examples include Brody et al. (2009); Zahran et al. (2010); Sadiq and
Noonan (2014); Jacobs (2018), who found a positive relationship between flood risk factors and
CRS participation. However, Sadiq and Noonan (2019) found a negative relationship between
flood risk factors and CRS participation. Brody et al. (2009); Posey (2009); Zahran et al. (2010);
Landry and Li (2012); Noon and Sadiq (2017); Furusawa (2018); Jacobs (2018); Sadiq et al.
(2020), find a positive relationship between income levels and CRS participation. Brody et al.
(2009); Zahran et al. (2010); Jacobs (2018); Li and Landry (2018), find a positive relationship
between population variables and CRS participation. Brody et al. (2009), Zahran et al. (2010),
and Fan and Davlasheridze (2016), found education (bachelor's degree) positively related to CRS
participation. Landry and Li (2012) and Fan and Davlasheridze (2016), find that age is positively
related to CRS participation which contradicts what reported.
However, most of these studies focus only on how CRS participating communities
influence NFIP participation and what factors increase CRS points over time, ignoring nonparticipating communities. Except for Posey (2009); Sadiq and Noonan (2014); Jacobs (2018)
who consider participating and non-participating communities in New Jersey, sample of
municipalities in the U.S. and coastal counties along the East Coast. Further, these studies have
2

either no or little control for flood related variables of policy counts and claims payment received
up to 2007. This study seeks to ask a broader question: what factors influence community’s CRS
participation over time. Answering this question, focusing on both participating and nonparticipating CRS communities, I will extend the body of literature to include 11 states that
overlap as top 10 states in terms of NFIP policies-in-force, claims, and CRS participation and
control for policies held and claims payment received. Together, these states command 81% of
NFIP policies, 82% of CRS participation, and 88% of claims payment received in 2018.
Chapter 2, I discuss the National Flood Insurance Program and Community Rating
System. In chapter 3, I discuss the data used for the analysis. Chapters 4 and 5 explain the
econometric model and empirical framework. In chapter 6, I show results from my analysis and
conclude in chapter 7.
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CHAPTER II
NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM AND COMMUNITY RATING SYSTEM
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)
The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) was created in 1968 in response to the
inability of the private sector to insure against flood hazard. (Thomas and Leichencko, 2011).
The objectives of the NFIP were to (1) offer flood insurance, (2) increase flood plain
management, and (3) develop flood hazard maps (FEMA, 2018)
Overall, NFIP participation has been on the rise but decreasing in recent years (see figure
1). As NFIP insurance up take increases, some states demand more to others, figure 2 reports
share NFIP policies-in-force held by top 5 states to the rest of the nation. They come together to
make 66% of NFIP policies-in-force held to the rest of the nation in 2018.
“
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Figure 1

NFIP Policies-in-Force, 2009-2018

Source: Insurance Information Institute, 2021

Figure 2

Share of Top 5 NFIP Policies States to the rest of the U.S. in 2018

5

Figure 3 shows the history of the NFIP over time. There have been significant changes in
the program since its inception. One such change was the 1973 Flood Disaster Protection Act
after Hurricane Agnes. Another significant change was after the Midwestern Floods in 1993.
Changes in the program's design were intended to help increase participation by the public and
improve the program's financial stability. However, as the program grew, two major problems
faced were climate change and financial instability. The NFIP was established to be financially
self-sufficient, covering all premiums and claims, and not depend heavily on taxpayers' dollars
for funding (FEMA, 2005), but this has not been the case (Bingham et al. 2006). Specifically, the
2004 and 2005 hurricanes wiped out the NFIP’s financial reserves.
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Figure 3

History of NFIP over time

Source: Thomas and Leichencko,2011
Community Rating System (CRS)
The Community Rating System (CRS) was established in 1990 as a voluntary program
within the NFIP that recognizes and encourages community floodplain management and
activities exceeding the minimum NFIP standards. The program has 1,444 participating
communities in which there are nearly 3.6 million individual policyholders in 2017. Despite
these numbers, the CRS communities represent only 5 percent of the over 22,000 communities
participating in the NFIP. However, over 69 percent of all flood insurance policies are written in
CRS communities (FEMA, 2017).
7

The CRS program awards credit points to communities as they increase their flood
mitigation practices. These points are awarded on 19 creditable activities, organized under four
categories: Public Information (S300), Mapping and Regulations (S400), Flood Damage
Reduction (500), and Warning and Response (600). The NFIP uses various formulas and
adjustment factors to calculate the credits for each activity.
The CRS uses a class rating system to determine flood insurance premium discounts for
residents within participating communities based on the total number of points earned. Classes
range from 10 to 1, with 10 being an inactive community’s class (earning less than 500 points)
with no discounts and 1 being the highest class (earning 3,000 or more points) with the most
significant discounts. Discounts differ within a community by flood zone. SFHAs (A and V
zones) receive higher discounts than non-SFHAs (B, C, D, and X zones). Communities in flood
zones A and V have at least a 1% chance of flood in a given year to non-SFHA communities.
Discounts by class and points from FEMA are reported in Table 1.
Table 1

CRS Points, Classes, and Discounts
Policy Premium Discount
Points
0-499
500-499
1,000-1,499
1,500-1,999
2,000-2,499
2,500-2,999
3,000-3,499

Class
10
9
8
7
6
5
4

SFHA
0%
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%

Non-SFHA
0%
5%
5%
5%
10%
10%
10%

3,500-3,999
4,000-4,499

3
2

35%
40%

10%
10%

1

45%

10%

4,500+
Source: FEMA, 2015
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Table 2 shows examples of activities and elements under the CRS creditable series. On
average, there are at least three activities and eight elements under a given series. Table 3
elaborates on the maximum points that a given series and specific activity can earn. Hazard
disclosure has the lowest possible points that can be earned (average of 14). On the other hand,
higher regulatory standards and open space preservation have the highest possible points earned
by communities (averaged 270) (FEMA, 2018).
Table 2

Examples of CRS Series with respective Activities and Element

Series
Activities
Element

Public
Information
(300)
Map
Information
Service (320)
Flood depth
data (MI 4)

Mapping and
Regulations
(400)
Floodplain
Mapping (410)

Flood Damage
Reduction
(500)
Acquisition and
relocation. (520)

Floodway
Standard (FWS)

Natural
floodplain
functions plan
(NFP)

Source: FEMA, 2013
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Warning &
Response
(600)
Flood warning
and response
(610)
Flood threat
recognition
system (FTR)

Table 3

Maximum possible and average Credit CRS Points Awarded by Activity
Activity

Maximum Possible
Points

Average Points
Earned

300 Public Information Activities
310 Elevation Certificates
320 Map Information Services
330 Outreach Projects
340 Hazard Disclosure
350 Flood Protection Information
360 Flood Protection Assistance
370 Flood Insurance Promotion

116
90
350
80
125
110
110

38
73
87
14
38
55
39

400 Mapping and Regulation
410 Floodplain Mapping
420 Open Space Preservation
430 Higher Regulatory Standards
440 Flood Data Maintenance
450 Stormwater Management

802
2,020
2,042
222
755

60
270
270
115
132

500 Flood Damage Reduction
510 Floodplain Management Planning
520 Acquisition and Relocation
530 Flood Protection
540 Drainage System Maintenance

622
2,250
1,600
570

175
195
73
210

600 Warning and Response
610 Flood Warning and Response
620 Levees
630 Dams

395
235
160

254
157
35

12,654

2,537

All Series
Source: FEMA, 2018

Figure 4 reports average class ratings over time. Communities have moved from an
average between classes 8 and 9 to 7. Most communities have a class rating of 8 or 9. In figure 5,
the best classes (1-4) combined, have the lowest number of participating communities (between
13-50). For classes 5 to 9, the range increases from 310-898 in total, with Class 8 having 955
communities.
10

Figure 4

Mean Class Rating, 1998-2018

Figure 5

Community counts by CRS class, 1998-2018
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Florida, North Carolina, California, New Jersey, and Texas have the highest number of
participating communities. In 2018, these states made up almost 40% of CRS participating
communities in the U.S. (see figure 6). Figure 7 reports a trend of these states over 20 years; the
participation level of Florida, North Carolina, and California have been improved in recent times.
New Jersey has the most significant rise from 2009 to 2018.

Figure 6

Share of the Top 5 CRS Participating States by the number of Communities
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Figure 7

The Trend of Top 5 CRS Participating States

Flood risk has, over the years, increased nationwide. The trend shows that the number of
declared floods has risen over the years, especially after 2017, with 80% declarations (Kousky et
al., 2020). Looking at flood insurance claims' payments received from NFIP, there has been an
increase in payments received over the years, as depicted in figure 8. The most significant years
of claims payment received are 2005, 2012, and 2017. The years are attributed to Katrina in
2005, Sandy in 2012, Harvey, Irma, and Maria in 2017.
From figure 9, we observe the share of claims payments received across 30 years. The
top 5 states in terms of claims payment received to make up 73% of the entire nation. California
is the only state not included as all top CRS participating states are highly ranked in terms of
claims payment received. New York is the newest inclusion to this top chart. In 2019, claims
payment received had a maximum of $1 million and an average of $37,320.
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Figure 8

Annual Claims Payment Totals in dollars across the entire U.S.

Figure 9

Top 5 State in Claims Payment Totals to the rest of the U.S. from 1970-2020
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Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) is an area under the 100-year flood zones. It is a land
covered with floodwater of the flood base labeled as flood zones A and V (FEMA, 2019). Since
SFHA zones face a higher risk of flood, we sought to determine how many NFIP policies-inforce are held by SFHA and non-SFHA zones. Figure 10 reports that SFHA zones hold over
51% of the total NFIP-policies-in-force. Flood zones define SFHAs; thus, it comprises all flood
zones excluding flood zones X, B, C, and D. Policies have increased for both SFHA and nonSFHA zones from 2009-2018. Cumulatively SFHA zones have a higher number of policies held
in 2018(see figure 11). Concerning flood zones, flood zone A.E. under flood zone A has the
largest share of policies held, 46%, with flood zone V having the most negligible share of less
than 1%. Flood zones X, B, C, and D, which are usually combined as X, have the second-largest
share of over 40% (see figure 12).

Figure 10

Share of NFIP Policies held by SFHA and Non-SFHA Zones in 2018
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Figure 11

Annual counts of NFIP Policies held in SFHA and Non-SFHA Zones

Figure 12

Share of NFIP Policies held by Flood Zones
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Over the years, SFHA zones have received over 70% of claims payments to non-SFHA
zones. In the first half of the trend from 1973-1995 claims payments overall were higher with
later years having the highest demands. The subsequent half of the trend shows a relatively lower
claims payment received and the highest claims payment received at almost $14 billion in 2005,
which can be attributed to Katrina, Rita, and Wilma. 2012 also saw an increase in claims
payments received for SFHA zones at almost $7 billion, which stands out to be one of the years
with the highest claims payments received, attributed to Hurricane Sandy. In 2017, non-SFHA
zones received a higher claims payment to SFHA zones at little over $5 billion. In recent years
2018-2020 claims payments have been relatively low compared to previous years after 2010 (see
figure 13).

Figure 13

Annual Claims Payments Received by SFHA and Non-SFHA Zones
17

On the other hand, flood zones confirm earlier outputs on SFHA regions as flood zones A
make up a cumulative share of 67%, with X, B, C, and D (non-SFHA) making 30%, and V
gathering 3%. Flood zone A.E. receives many claims paid to any other flood zone, 60%. Flood
zones A and V received a cumulative share of 5%, with V having nothing (see figures 14 and
15).

Figure 14

Shares of Total Claims Payment Received by SFHA and Non-SFHA in 2018
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Figure 15

Shares of Total Claims Payment Received by Flood Zones in 2018
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CHAPTER III
DATA
NFIP policies-in-force data for 2009-2019 were obtained from the OpenFEMA
Application Programming Interface (API). The policies dataset contains observations for all
individual NFIP insurance policies held across the entire United States and territories. Among
other variables, the dataset contains census tract identification, policy count1, coverage level on
building and contents, flood zone, premiums on individual insurance held.
Claims data contains observations of all individual policyholder claims made for all U.S.
states and territories, 1970-2018 were obtained from the OpenFEMA Application Programming
Interface (API). Variables include amounts received on building, contents, and complaints, flood
zone, census tract, and claim count2.
The CRS dataset contains observations of a given community in a given year for all U.S.
states and territories, 1998-2018. Variables include each community's identification number,
community name, the type of manual used in rating community, total credit points received by
communities, series points received by individual communities in each year of participation, and
CRS class ratings.

1

Multi-unit buildings are included as a single observation, and the policy count variable indicates the number of
individual policies-in-force within the building. For all other observations, the policy count equals 1.
2
multi-unit buildings are included as a single observation, and the claim count variable indicates the number of
individual claims payment received within the building. For all other observations, the claim count equals 1.
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Socio-demographic data were obtained from the U.S. Census American Community
Survey from 2009-2019. Data were obtained from Application Programming Interface (API)
from the U.S. Census American Community Survey webpage. Using individual community
census tract from policies, claims, and CRS datasets to obtain socio-demographic data of
individual communities. Variables include median age, race (Asian, Black, Hawaiian, Multiple,
Native American, Others, and White), ethnicity (Hispanic), median income, count of housing
units, and educational background (Highschool and bachelor's).

Figure 16

Map of Study Area

Policies data preparation
NFIP policies-in-force data obtained for the 11 states had over 44 million observations.
Processing the data, I began by dropping variables that will not be relevant to my analysis.
Among other variable elevation difference, lowest adjacent grade, lower floor elevation,
elevation certificate, condominium indicator, trailer, and year of construction
21

I grouped flood zone into groups of high-risk areas (A, V, AE, AH, AO, AR, A01-A99, V00V30) and low-risk areas (B, C, D, X) into simpler and identifiable groups of A, AE, AH, V, VE,
and BCDX. These groups were further categorized into SFHA (all high-risk areas) and nonSFHA areas (low-risk areas). Year variable is based on the effective date of the insurance policy.
Finally, I summed policy counts overall observations to create new data whose unit of
observation is census tract and year. This decreased the number of variables and observations to
7 and 382,563, respectively.

Claims data preparation
The claims dataset from Open FEMA has 40 variables and a little over 2.5 million
observations. In processing the data, I dropped variables to end with my variables of interest.
Among the variables dropped are basement elevation difference, lowest adjacent grade, lower
floor elevation, elevation certificate, condominium indicator, occupancy type, post firm
indicator, rate method, and trailer. Further, I summed all claims payment received on building,
contents, and compliance into one variable claims. I grouped flood zone into groups of high-risk
areas (A, V, AE, AH, AO, AR, A01-A99, V00-V30) and low-risk areas (B, C, D, X) into simpler
and identifiable groups of A, AE, AH, V, VE, and BCDX. These groups were further categorized
into SFHA (all high-risk areas) and non-SFHA areas (low-risk areas). For the year variable, I
used the year of reported loss as a given year in which claims the payment was demanded by a
given policyholder. Finally, I summed claims count overall observations to create new data
whose unit of observation is census tract and year. This decreased the number of variables and
observations to 6 and 317,863, respectively.
22

CRS data preparation
CRS data obtained, were under different manuals and years, 1998- 2018. The manuals are
under different years of data collections and points awarded from 2007, 2013, and 2017. As the
years go by, new activities are added by a new manual, others redefined, and some are removed.
However, the division of credit still generates the same points for series total and overall total
points. To avoid having duplicates of a given community under different manuals. I ranked the
recent year's manual 2017 over 2013 and 2007, respectively. Thus, if all manuals exist for a
given community in a given year, the 2017 manual will be used, and should 2013 exist in the
absence of 2017, 2013 will be used before considering 2007. I dropped duplicates and generated
a sum of total series points by summing specific activity points earned by communities and
summed them to get total points earned by communities. The observations after processing the
data to get my variables of interest are 23,877 with 5 variables.
American community survey dataset preparation
Socio-demographic data obtained for each census tract from 2009- 2019 by a year using
an Application Programming Interface from U.S. Census American Community Survey. Further,
I grouped race into three groups, black, white, and other which included Asian, Hawaiian,
Multiple, and Native American, Others. I replaced observations with alphabets if missing in for
a particular variable. From state and county codes, I generated their census tract to help merge
with the other datasets. The number of observations after processing the data is 369,849 with 10
variables.
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Dataset merge
Before individual datasets were merged, there was a need to merge based on identical
variables: census tract, community identification number (CID), and year. I used ArcGIS Pro to
generate three datasets by summing the area in square miles of a census tract, flood zone, and a
given CID. I exported them into excel files and appended each dataset. Using join identification
generated in ArcGIS, I merged CID with flood zones dataset and census tract dataset. The
merged dataset of the census tract and CID was later merged with U.S. Census Bureau American
Community Survey (ACS) data using the census tract. The new dataset generated with census
tract, CID, and ACS observations was merged with my initial merge of community identification
and flood zone, using the community identification number.
The claims dataset was merged with the newly merged ACS dataset, census tract,
community identification, and flood zone, using census tract. By sorting the community
identification number, I generated a sum of the area in square miles for each community
identification number and census tract. After I kept the community identification number, census
tract, area in square miles, the sum of the area in square miles, ACS variables, year, claims
count, paid building, contents, and compliance.
Using the community identification number and year, I merged it with the updated claims
dataset with CRS data. I kept community identification numbers, year, manual, state, class
rating, series scores, and demographic variables. The final data is a panel type data see table 4
below shows the variables after the merge.
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Table 4

All variables from Policies, Claims, CRS, and American Community Survey Merge
Variable

Type

Description

Census Tract

Categorical

A permanent statistical subdivision
of a county

Policy counts in SFHA
zones

Continuous

Counts of policyholders in Zone A,
AE, AH, A0-A99, V, VE, and V00V30

Policy counts in nonSFHA zones

Continuous

Counts of policyholders in Zones B,
C, D, and X

Premiums

Continuous

Premiums paid by individual
policyholders

Claims

Continuous

The total sum of claims payment
received on building, contents, and
compliance cost

Coverage

Continuous

Individual coverage on building and
Contents in thousands of dollars

Community Identification
Number (CID)

Nominal

Unique identification number for
members in the CRS program

CRS Class

Ordinal

Class rating by the CRS program.
From 1-9

CRS Entry

Interval

Year of entry by a community into
the CRS program

CRS

Binary

Dummy variable that takes 1 if
points are observed and year is
greater than entry year and zero if
otherwise

S300

Continuous

CRS Activity Public and
Information

S400

Continuous

CRS Activity Mapping and
Regulations

S500

Continuous

CRS Activity Flood Damage
Response

S600

Continuous

CRS Activity Warning and
Response

Total Points

Continuous

The total sum of series points
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Table 4 (continued)
Variable

Type

Description

Percentage Bachelor

Continuous

Percentage of persons with a
bachelor’s degree in a census tract

Income

Continuous

Median household income within a
census tract

Total Households

Continuous

Total number of housing units
within a census tract

Percentage White

Continuous

Percentage of the white race in a
census tract

Percentage Black

Continuous

Percentage of the black race in a
census tract

Percentage Other

Continuous

Percentage of Others, Hawaiian,
Native American, Asians, and
Multiple races in a census tract

Percentage Hispanic

Continuous

Percentage of Hispanic race in a
census tract

Premium

Continuous

Insurance premiums paid by
individuals

Age

Continuous

Median Age of a person within a
census tract

State

Discrete

Selected states for analysis

Year

Interval

Year in which data was collected

Summary statistics
In 2018, for my study area, most communities earn their points from Mapping and
Regulations (S400). This makes up 54% of total points earned by activity, followed by Public
Information (S300), making up 20% of the total points. Flood Damage Reduction (S500) and
Warning and Response (S600) share a quarter, with S600 having the minor share (see Figure 17).
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From figure 18, Outreach Projects (c330), Higher Regulatory Standards (c430), Open
Space Preservation (c420), Floodplain Management (c510), and Drainage System Maintenance
(c540) earn communities almost 60% credit points to the rest of all other activities.
Warning and Response (S600), the least participated series has only three activities. The
activity with the lowest engagement under this series is Levees (c620), with Dams (c630) being
the most participated activity, followed by Flood Damage Response (c610).
Looking into specific activities, Higher Regulatory Standards (c430) and Flood
Protection (c530). Under Higher Regulatory Standards, Freeboard and Building Code earn the
most points. Specific activities like Natural function regulations and conducting reinspection
have minor points. On the other hand, under Flood Protection (c530) is itself a specific activity
and the only activity.

Figure 17

Share of Total Points earned by Series in 2018
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Figure 18

Top 5 CRS Activities in 2018

Further I merged CRS classes with series points. This shows that states Alabama,
Louisiana, Mississippi, New York, and Pennsylvania do not have high rated classes. Most of
series points are earned by classes 5 and 6. California, Florida, and New Jersey earn most points
from mapping and regulation. Also, they have highly ranked classes who earn most series points
(See Figure 19).
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Figure 19

Total points by Class and Series earned by 11 States in 2018
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Table 5

Summary Statistics of Merged Claims, CRS, and ACS datasets

Variable
CRS
S300
S400
S500
S600
Total Points
Policy count in SFHA
zones (1000)
Policy counts in nonSFHA zones (1000)
Claims (million $)
CRS class

Observation
224,868
12,116
12,116
12,116
12,116
12,116
224,868

Mean
0.06
347.53
562.84
290.48
105.29
1393.63
0.08

Std. Dev.
0.24
126.32
349.83
212.88
72.86
569.28
0.31

Min
0
28
0
0
0
500
0

Max
1
839
2872
2629
744
5463
9.20

224,868

0.04

0.12

0

3.45

224,868
12,116

0.06
7.60

1.62
1.11

-0.002
1

228.41
9

CRS Entry

17,920

1999.14

9.4

1991

2018

Effective Date

17,920

2011.05

6.75

1991

2018

Percentage High
School
Percentage Bachelor’s
Income (1000$)
Total Household (per
1000)
White
Black
Other
Hispanic
Age
AL
CA
FL
MS
PA
LA
SC
NC
NJ
NY
TX
Year

224,868

81.82

11.51

0

100

224,868
224,868
224,868

75.38
47.40
1.69

36.78
25.49
0.61

0.33
0
0

100
279.97
15.41

224,868
224,868
224,868
224,868
224,868
224,868
224,868
224,868
224,868
224,868
224,868
224,868
224,868
224,868
224,868
224,868
224,868

83.29
10.71
6.33
7.93
39.32
0.06
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.32
0.03
0.03
0.08
0.07
0.11
0.13
2004.5

19.36
17.33
9.69
14.27
6.61
0.24
0.25
0.24
0.21
0.46
0.18
0.18
0.27
0.25
0.31
0.33
8.08

0
0
0
0
20
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1991

100
100
100
100
75
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2018
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CHAPTER IV
ECONOMETRIC MODEL
The dependent variables for this analysis are limited because CRS scores are only
observed for CRS participating communities. Also, the data includes participating and nonparticipating CRS communities, which makes it left-censored to include unknown CRS scores.
Censoring is a problem in the sample which reports unobserved variables as though they
were observable (Greene, 2012). A left-censored sample in my case is censored at CRS class 9,
thus, communities below this class are in the sample but their actual values are unknown. An
example of a censored regression is a Tobit model regression (Censored Normal Regression)
which assumes a model proposed by Tobin (1958). Further, a number of models have been
designed to fit censored data amongst them are the Two-Part Model and the Heckman Model
(Adjusted or generalized Tobit) by Heckman (1979). Table 6 below explains each model and
their usefulness to my data.
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Table 6

Models, justifications, advantages, and disadvantages

Model

Justification

Two-Part Model

Since individuals in CRS
participating
communities are a subset
of total NFIP policies
held, there are fair
number of occurring
zeros for the dependent
variables. As such the
Two-Part model helps to
fit such data.
Heckman (Adjusted Data has both
Tobit) Model.
participating and nonparticipating
communities and to
understand what factors
influence CRS
participation over time
using only CRS
participating
communities may bias
my analysis. Hence, the
need to consider both
participating and nonparticipating
communities.

Advantages

Disadvantages

1. Uses a zerocensored instead of a
left-censored fit.
2. Allows for
censoring mechanism
and the outcome to
use separate
processes.

It does not allow
for correlation
between the binary
and continuous
equation.

1. It allows for the
errors between the
binary and continues
equation.
2. Zeros are denoted
here as censored
values of positive
outcomes
3. It allows the
effects of explanatory
variables on the
probability of an
observation being
censored

With no exclusion
restriction to
identify the “zeros”
equation, it does
not produce better
estimates.

Below are the econometric models for each model discussed in the table:
1. Two-Part Model:
𝜙(𝑦 > 0) = 𝑃𝑟(𝑦 > 0|𝐱) = 𝐹(𝐱𝛿)

Where: 𝐱 =vector of explanatory variables
𝛿 = parameters estimated or to be estimated.
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(1)

𝐹 = the cumulative function chosen from an extreme value of Tobit or normal
Probit.
Therefore, for positives:
𝜙(𝑦|𝑦 > 0, 𝑥) = 𝑔(𝑥𝛾)

(2)

Where: 𝛾 =parameters estimated
𝑔 =the appropriate density function for (𝑦|𝑦 > 0)
Likelihood contributor is specified as:
𝜙(𝑦) = {1 − 𝐹(𝐱𝛿)}𝑖(𝑖=0) × {𝐹(𝐱𝛿)𝑔(𝐱𝛾)}𝑖(𝑦>0)

(3)

Where: 𝑖(. )is the indicator function and a log-likelihood contribution:
𝑙𝑛{𝜙(𝑦)} = 𝑖(𝑖 = 0) 𝑙𝑛{1 − 𝐹(𝐱𝛿)} + 𝑖(𝑖 > 0)[𝑙𝑛{𝐹(𝐱𝛿)} + 𝑙𝑛{𝑔(𝐱𝛾)}]

(4)

Rewritten as:
𝐸(𝑦|𝐱) = 𝑃𝑟( 𝑦 > 0|𝐱) × 𝐸(𝑦|𝑦 > 0, 𝐱)

(5)

Prediction of 𝑦𝑖 (𝑦̂|𝑥
𝑖 𝑖 ) can be constructed by multiplying each part is:
𝑦̂|𝐱
̂𝑖 |𝐱𝐢 ) × (𝑦̂|𝑦
𝑖 𝐢 = (𝑝
𝑖 𝑖 > 0, 𝐱 𝐢 )

(6)

2. Heckman Model (Adjusted Tobit):
𝑦*𝑖𝑡 = 𝐱'𝐢𝐭 𝛃 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡
Where 𝑖

= 1, . . . 𝑁,

the number of communities

𝑡 = time (a given year)
𝑦*𝑖𝑡 = CRS scores for a given community (𝑖) at a time (𝑡)
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(7)

𝐱'𝐢𝐭 = Vector of explanatory variables of a community (𝑖) at a time (𝑡)
Sample Selection equation is given by:
𝑍*𝑖𝑡 = 𝐰*𝐢𝐭 𝛄 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡

(8)

Where 𝐰𝐢𝐭 =variables that make CRS points observable for a community (𝑖) at a time
(𝑡)
Thus

1 if Z *it  0

Z*it = {

0 if Z *it  0

𝑢𝑖𝑡 ≥ −𝑤𝑖𝑡* 𝛾 ⇒ 𝑍𝑖𝑡* = 1

(9)

The probability of CRS total score not being censored:
𝑃𝑟( 𝑢𝑖𝑡 ≥ −𝐰*𝐢𝐭 𝛄) = 1 − Φ(−𝐰*𝐢𝐭 𝛄) = −Φ(−𝐰*𝐢𝐭 𝛄)

(10)

Assuming a normal distribution: 𝑛 ∼ (𝑁(0, 𝐼) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑢𝑖𝑡 ) = 1)
Further:
𝐸(𝑦𝑖𝑡 |𝑦𝑖𝑡 observed) = 𝐸(𝑦*𝑖𝑡 |𝑧*𝑖𝑡 > 0)

(11)

= 𝐸(𝑦*𝑖𝑡 |𝑢𝑖𝑡 > −𝐰*𝐢𝐭 𝛄)

(12)

= 𝐱'𝐢𝐭 𝛃 + 𝐸(𝑢𝑖𝑡 |𝐰𝐢𝐭 𝛄, 𝑍*𝑖𝑡 = 1)

(13)

= 𝐱'𝐢𝐭 𝛃 +

𝜎𝜀𝜈 𝜙(𝐰𝐢𝐭 '𝛄)
{
}
𝜎𝜈2 Φ(𝐰𝐢𝐭 '𝛄)
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(14)

Where 𝜙(𝐰𝐢𝐭 '𝛄) and Φ(𝐰𝐢𝐭 '𝛄) are probability density function and the cumulative distribution
𝜙(𝐰 '𝛄)

functions respectively, evaluated at Z *it . The Inverse Mills Ratio is {Φ(𝐰𝐢𝐭'𝛄)}, used to measure
𝐢𝐭

the sample selectivity bias. The second step of the Heckman model is to simplify the Inverse
Mills Ratio to:
^

^

𝜆𝑖𝑡 =

𝜙 (𝐰𝐢𝐭 '𝜈 )
^

Φ (𝐰𝐢𝐭 '𝜈 )

(15)

This leaves my equation simplified as

^

𝑦*𝑖𝑡 = 𝐱'𝐢𝐭 𝛃 + 𝜑𝜆𝑖𝑡 + 𝜂𝑖𝑡

(16)

Wooldridge (1995) Approach:

ℎ𝑖𝑡 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(0, 𝐱 𝐢 𝛅𝐭 + 𝜐𝑖𝑡 )

(17)

𝐱 𝐢 = (1, 𝑥𝑖1 , . . . 𝑥𝑖𝑇 )
𝛅𝐭 = (𝛿𝑡0 , 𝛿𝑡1 , . . . , 𝛿𝑡𝑇 )
𝑆𝑖 = 1, then 𝜐̂ = ℎ𝑖𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖 𝛿̂𝑡
𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝛽 + 𝜌𝜐𝑖𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡
𝑇

𝜐𝑖𝑡 = 𝜐̂ −

𝑇𝑖−1 ∑ 𝑆𝑖𝑟 𝜐̂𝑖𝑟
𝑟=1

ℎ*𝑖𝑡 = 𝜂0 + 𝑥𝑖1 𝜂1 +. . . . +𝑥𝑖𝑇 𝜂𝑇 + 𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝛿 + 𝜐𝑖𝑡

(18)

ℎ𝑖𝑡 = 𝜂0 + 𝑥𝑖 𝜂 + 𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝛿 + 𝜐𝑖𝑡

(19)

𝐸(𝑌𝑖𝑡 |𝛼𝑖 ; 𝑥𝑖 𝑆𝑖 ) = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝑥𝑖 𝛽 + 𝐸(𝜐𝑖𝑡 |𝑥𝑖 , 𝑆𝑖 )
𝐸(𝜐𝑖𝑡 |𝑥𝑖 , 𝑆𝑖𝑡 = 1) = 𝐸(𝜐𝑖𝑡 |𝑥𝑖 , 𝜐𝑖𝑡 > −𝑥𝑖 𝛿𝑡 )

(20)

Assuming  it has a unitary variance:
𝐸(𝜐𝑖𝑡 |𝑥𝑖 , 𝜐𝑖𝑡 > −𝑥𝑖 𝛿𝑡 ) = 𝜆(𝑥𝑖 𝛿𝑡 )
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(21)

Where 𝜆(. ) =density of the Inverse Mills Ratio
For Probit:
𝑃(𝑆𝑖𝑡 = 1|𝑋𝑖 ) = Φ(𝑥𝑖 𝛿𝑡 )
̂
𝑆𝑖𝑡 = 1, 𝜆̂
𝑖𝑡 = 𝜆(𝑥𝑖 𝛿𝑡 )
𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝑥'𝛽𝑖𝑡 + 𝜆(𝑥𝑖 𝛿̂𝑡 ) + 𝑢𝑖𝑡
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(22)

CHAPTER V
EMPIRICAL MODEL
Before specifying the model to fit the data, it is worth noting the type of data in
hand, for my case a panel data. Given the panel nature of the data, I conducted a Hausman model
specification test to know if it is appropriate to specify my models with fixed or random effects.
The Chi-square statistic rejected the null that my model specification with the panel data that
include CRS, NFIP, claims, and socio-demographic datasets is fitted using random effects
(Prob>Chi2 = 0.000). This means random effects might be appropriate for an alternative model
of CRS scores. Now fitting a panel-fixed effect, I will panel logit model for CRS participation in
the Two-part model and Wooldridge (1995) approach of fitting panel Heckman for the intensity
of participation accounting for the correlation coefficient between the selection and outcome
equations. Using the Two-parts and Heckman models, I estimate what factors influence how
communities participate in the CRS program over time.
Dependent Variables
I estimate each of the models for each of the series, plus total points. First, I use Public
Information (Series 300) as dependent variable for each of the models and second, Mapping and
Regulations (Series 400) for each of the models. Further, Flood Damage Reduction (Series 500)
and Warning and Response (Series 600) in the third and fourth regression analyses as dependent
variables. Finally, Total Scores (Sum of all individual series scores) as a dependent variable to
analyze my data using the four selected models.
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Independent Variables
Multiple types of research have studied the unobservable factors motivating communities
to initially participate in the CRS program, continue to participate, or not participate. Among
them are Sadiq et al. (2020) and Ronneberg (2014). Sadiq et al. (2020), concluded that in terms
of initial stages most communities seek the prospective benefits they stand to gain when they
participate in the program, which is a reduction in insurance premiums. This result follows
outcomes reported by FEMA (2017).
Education is also another motivating factor for people to join the program. Outreach
projects of FEMA and NFIP tend to motivate communities to participate in the program. Prior
flood experience and high flood risk have over the years been noted as one of the driving factors
why communities take up flood insurance. These factors have been known to be significant
predictors of CRS participation (Asche, 2013; Fan and Davlasheridze, 2014; Landry and Li,
2012; Li and Landry 2018; Posey, 2008; 2009; Ronneberg, 2014; Sadiq and Noonan, 2015b).
The community's reasons to continue participation in the CRS program are similar to why they
sign on to the program, enticing premium reduction and household/community benefit.
For communities who do not participate in the CRS, most respondents reported they do
not participate due to lack of resources which is tied to inadequate staff. Time and funding are
additional constraints faced by communities. The cost associated with participation in the
program tends to make communities not participate in the program. Communities may lack the
initial apparatus to begin the program, although they experience limited flood events (Sadiq et al.
2020). The table 7 below shows a hypothesized direction of all variables in both outcome and
selection equations.
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Table 7

Variable Operations and Expected Outcome directions on CRS scores

Variable

Outcome Selection
Equation Equation

Source

Claims

Brody et al. (2009) (+)
Sadiq and Noon (2015) (NS)

Median
Household Income

+

+

Total Household
Units

+

+

Percentage of
bachelor’s degree
holders in a census
tract
Total number of
policies counts in
Special Flood
Hazard Areas

Brody et al. (2009) ; Sadiq et al. (2020);
Videras and Alberini; Li and Laundry
(2018); Posey (2008,2009); Zaharan et al.
(2009), (+)
Noon and Sadiq (2017) and Frimpong et al.
(2020) (-)
Brody et al. (2009); Khanna (2001); Li and
Laundry (2018); Zaharan et al. (2009) (+)
Brody et al. (2009) ; Zaharan et al. (2009) ;
Frimpong et al. (2020); Fan and
Davlasheridze (2015) (+)
Li and Laundry, 2012. (-)

+

+

Blessing et al. (2017) and
Brody et al. 2009 (+)
Sadiq and Noon found high (NS)

Total number of
policies counts in
non-Special Flood
Hazard Areas

Blessing et al. (2017) and
Brody et al. (2009) (+)
Sadiq and Noon found high (+)

Percentage
White/Black/Other

Fan and Davlasheridze (2015) (NS)

Median Age

Laundry and Li, (2012) (NS)
Li and Laundry, (2018); Fan and
Davlasheridze (2015), & Frimpong et al.
(2020) (+)
Fan and Davlasheridze (2015) (NS)

Percentage
Hispanic
(+) and (-) represents positive and negative coefficients with (NS) showing insignificance.
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Two-Parts Model
First, I estimate a Two-Part model which can handle a lot of zero values and fewer
positives in a data. Reasons being, CRS communities are a small percentage of NFIP
participating communities, hence higher number of zero values to positives. This model is
specified below as:
𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝐼
CRSit =  0 + 1 Claimslag1it +  2 Claimslag 2it +  3 Claimslag 3it
+  4 SFHApolicycountlag1it +  5 SFHApolicycountlag 2it
+  6 SFHApolicycountlag 3it +  7 NonSFHApolicycountlag1it
+ 8 NonSFHApolicycountlag 2it +  9 NonSFHApolicycountlag 3it
+10 Incomeit + 11 Bachelorsit + 12 HouseholdUnitsit + 13Otherit
+ 14 Blackit + 15 Ageit + 16 year1991i + 16 year1992i + 16 year1993i
+ 16 year1994i + 16 year1995i + 16 year1996i + 16 year1997i
+ 16 year1998i + 16 year1998i + 17 year1999i + 18 year 2000i
+ 19 year 2001i +  20 year 2002i +  21 year 2003i +  22 year 2004i
+  23 year 2005i +  24 year 2006i +  25 year 2007 i +  26 year 2008i
+  27 year 2009i +  28 year 2010i + 29 year 2011i +  30 year 2012i
+  31 year 2013i +  32 year 2014i +  33 year 2015i +  34 year 2016i
+  35 year 2017 i +  it
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𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝐼𝐼
( LHSit | CRSit = 1) =  0 + 1 Claimslag1it +  2 Claimslag 2it + 3 Claimslag 3it
+  4 SFHApolicycountlag1it +5 SFHApolicycountlag 2it
+  6 SFHApolicycountlag 3it +  7 NonSFHApolicycountlag1it
+ 8 NonSFHApolicycountlag 2it + 9 NonSFHApolicycountlag 3it
+10 Bachelorsit + 11Incomeit + 12 HouseholdUnitsit + 13 Ageit
+ 14 year1998i + 15 year1999i + 16 year 2000i + 17 year 2001i
+ 18 year 2002i + 19 year 2003i +  20 year 2004i +  21 year 2005i
+  22 year 2006i +  23 year 2007i +  24 year 2008i +  25 year 2009i
+  26 year 2010i + 27 year 2011i +  28 year 2012i +  29 year 2013i
+ 30 year 2014i + 31 year 2015i + 32 year 2016i + 33 year 2017i +  it

Given, f (ln LHS it | RHS it ) =

Pr( CRSit = 0| RHSit )

{

(

) (

Pr CRSit =1| RHSit f ln LHSit |d =1, RHSit

if lnLHSit = 0

)

if lnLHSit > 0

The first part models a panel logit estimation and the second part allow a linear regression
model.
Heckman Model
Since the Two-Part models do not make correlations between errors of the binary and
continues equations. I specify a Heckman model (sample selection model) with the data to
capture the effects of my explanatory variables on an observation being censored. I specify the
outcome and selection equation as follows:
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LHSit =  0 + 1 Claimslag1it +  2 Claimslag 2it +  3 Claimslag 3it +  4 SFHApolicycountlag1it
+ 5 SFHApolicycountlag 2it +  6 SFHApolicycountlag 3it +  7 NonSFHApolicycountlag1it
+ 8 NonSFHApolicycountlag 2it + 9 NonSFHApolicycountlag 3it +10 Bachelorsit + 11 Incomeit
+ 12 HouseholdUnitsit + 13 Ageit + 14 year1998i + 15 year1999i + 16 year 2000i + 17 year 2001i
+ 18 year 2002i + 19 year 2003i +  20 year 2004i +  21 year 2005i +  22 year 2006i +  23 year 2007i
+  24 year 2008i +  25 year 2009i +  26 year 2010i + 27 year 2011i +  28 year 2012i +  29 year 2013i
+ 30 year 2014i +  31 year 2015i +  32 year 2016i +  33 year 2017i +  it

LHSit are observed if:

CRSit =  0 +  1 Claimslag1it +  2 Claimslag 2it +  3 Claimslag 3it +  4 SFHApolicycountlag1
+  5 SFHApolicycountlag 2it +  6 SFHApolicycountlag 3it +  7 NonSFHApolicycountlag1
+  8 NonSFHApolicycountlag 2it +  9 NonSFHApolicycountlag 3it +  10 Bachelorsit
+  11 Incomeit +  12 HouseholdUnitsit +  13Othersit +  14 Blackit +  15 Hispanicit +  16 Ageit
+  24 year1998i +  25 year1999i +  26 year 2000i +  27 year 2001i +  28 year 2002i +  29 year 2003i
+  30 year 2004i +  31 year 2005i +  32 year 2006i +  33 year 2007i +  34 year 2008i +  35 year 2009i
+  36 year 2010i + 37 year 2011i +  38 year 2012i +  39 year 2013i +  40 year 2014i +  41 year 2015i
+  42 year 2016i +  43 year 2017i + uit  0

Before analyzing the data, 64 CRS communities could not be analyzed because they were
not digitally mapped. Using ArcGIS, 8149 were communities digitally mapped for this analysis.
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CHAPTER VI
RESULTS
Before I began the analyses, I generated three-year lag variables for claims and policy
counts for SFHA and non-SFHA zones. The reason for that is to prevent reverse causality and
assess the delay in impact over time as claims payment and policy count within a given
community changes over time. Additionally, I estimated each model using a clustered robust
standard error. The idea is to increase standard errors to test in a conservative manner the
credibility of the regression outputs.
The results show that the Two-part model which assumes no correlation between
outcome and selection equations is confirmed by the non-panel Heckman model. However, using
Wooldridge’s (1995) approach which suggest an alternative to fit a Heckman regression using
panel-generated variables shows that the outcome and selection equation are correlated.
Therefore, for participation, I will focus on the panel-logit and non-panel logit models used in
the Two-part model selection and Wooldridge (1995) panel Heckman model for intensity.
Participation
From table 8, claims payment received and policies held in SFHA regions do not
significantly affect the likelihood of communities participating in the CRS. Also, policies held in
non-SFHA zones a year prior decreases the likelihood of joining the CRS. Socio-demographic
variables also significantly influence the likelihood of joining the program. A community with an
increase in the number of bachelor’s degree holder are less likely to participate, likewise, a
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growing community. However, an increase in the number of household units in a community
increases the likelihood of participating in the program. Year on, there is a decrease in the lower
likelihood of communities participating in the CRS.
On the other hand, from the non-panel logit model, flood risk variables significantly
influence decision to participate in the CRS. Claims payment received from three years prior to a
year prior all increases the likelihood of participating in the program. Policies held in SFHA
zones two years, and a year prior positively increases the likelihood of participating in the
program. Likewise, policies held in a non SFHA zones by a thousand three years, and two years
prior increases the likelihood of participating in the CRS. However, except for bachelor’s degree
holders which increases the likelihood of participation in the program all others do not
significantly influence participation.
Total Points
Using overall total series points calculated by the CRS as the dependent variable, table 9
shows the outputs. The results show that, a million dollars increase in claims payment received
from three years ago to a year prior increases total points by 3 points in the previous year and 2
points from two and three years prior. The increase in the number of policyholders in SFHA
zones by a thousand, three years prior decreases total points by 109 points. Further, an increase
in median income by thousand dollars increase total points by 2 points. A community with an
increasing number of bachelor’s degree holders decreases total points by 5 points. Finally,
looking at year dummies, after year 2005 which the hurricane Katrina occurred, we observe an
increase in total points earned from 2007 until 2009.
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Series 300 (Public Information)
Table 10 show the outputs from series 300 (Public Information). Public Information
results show that an increase in policies held in SFHA zones three years prior decreases series
points by 21 points. Likewise, socio-demographic variable of bachelor’s degree holders in a
community decreases the series’ points by less than half a point. However, an increase in the
number of households by a thousand increases series points by approximately 13 points. To
conclude, year on, there is an increase in the series points earned from 1998 to 2016.
Series 400 (Mapping and Regulation)
Table 11 shows the regression output of series 400 (Mapping and Regulation). The
results show that a million dollars increase in claims payment received from three year to a year
prior increases series points by approximately 1, 2, and 3 points, respectively. Further, an
increase in policies held in non-SFHA zones decreases series points by 8.7. Likewise, an
increase in demographic variables bachelor’s degree holders and household units decrease series
points by 3.4 and 20 points, respectively. However, an increase in income by a thousand dollars
increases series points by 2.4 points. Finally, year on there is significant decrease in series points
earned in a given community.
Series 500 (Flood Damage Reduction)
Using series 500 points calculated by the CRS as the dependent variable, table 12 shows
the regression outputs. Series 500 (Flood Damage Reduction) results show that policies held in
non-SFHA zones two years prior increase series points by 72 points. However, other flood risk
variables do not significantly affect series intense participation. Socio-demographically,
bachelor’s degree holders approximately decrease series points by a point. Year on, in 2001
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series points decrease by 26 points and increase from 2006 to 2009 by 13, 19, 21, and 19 points,
respectively. This further decrease in 2010 to 2012 by 34, 14, and 2 points, respectively.
Series 600 (Warning and Response)
Table 13 shows the regression output using series 600 (Warning and Response). First an
increase in claims payment received by a million dollars from three years prior to a year prior
approximately increases series points by 0.2 points. However, an increase in policies held by
SFHA zones three years prior decreases series points by approximately 20 points. Likewise,
increase bachelor’s holders and median income by a thousand dollars decreases series points by
0.1 and 0.3 points, respectively. Year on, series points increase from between 2005 to 2014 with
the largest magnitude of about 10 points in 2013.
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Table 8

Regression Results from Panel and Non-Panel Two-Part Participation Model

CRS
Claimslag1
Claimslag2
Claimslag3
SFHA Policycount_lag1
SFHA Policycount_lag2
SFHA Policy count_lag3
Non-SFHA Policycount_lag1
Non-SFHA Policycount_lag2
Non-SFHA Policycount_lag3
Bachelors
Income
Households
Other
Black
Age
Year1991
Year1992
Year1993
Year1994
Year1995
Year1996
Year1997
Year1998
Year1999
Year2000
Year2001
Year2002
Year2003
Year2004
Year2005
Year2006
Year2007
Year2008
Year2009
Year2010
Year2011
Year2012
Year2013
Year2014
Year2015
Year2016

(1)
Panel logit
-0.0012
0.0015
0.0050
0.1493
0.1295
-1.0962
-2.1684*
1.2645
-0.0189
-0.0085*
0.0003
1.2266***
0.0019
-0.0211
-0.0283*
-6.9466***
-6.5128***
-6.1096***
-6.1758***
-4.3700***
-4.3522***
-4.1899***
-4.1725***
-3.7998***
-3.4906***
-3.3711***
-3.3137***
-3.2160***
-2.8639***
-2.8136***
-2.6305***
-2.6451***
-2.6487***
-2.0699***
-1.9816***
-1.5435***
-1.3281***
-0.7668***
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(2)
Non-Panel logit
0.0121**
0.0162**
0.0189**
1.1056***
0.4788***
-0.0676
0.2885
0.6985***
1.3819**
0.0186***
0.0039*
-0.1065*
0.0060
0.0025
-0.0154**
-2.4906***
-2.4114***
-2.3310***
-2.3329***
-2.0137***
-2.0025***
-1.9698***
-1.9596***
-1.8993***
-1.8491***
-1.8265***
-1.8136***
-1.8020***
-1.7513***
-1.7369***
-1.6987***
-0.2494***
-0.2480***
-0.1742***
-0.1768***
-0.1323***
-0.1004***
-0.0304

Table 8 (continued)
(1)
Panel logit

(2)
CRS
Non-Panel logit
AL
-2.7152***
CA
-1.3136***
MS
-2.1416***
PA
-3.8566***
LA
-1.4449***
SC
-1.8315***
NC
-1.2163***
NJ
-2.1221***
NY
-3.4928***
TX
-2.8500***
Constant
-0.5902*
Observations
12,000
200,775
Note: *, **, *** indicate statistical significance at a 10%, 5%, and 1% level
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Table 9

Regression Results output with Total points as dependent variable

Total Points
Claimslag1
Claimslag2
Claimslag3
SFHA Policycount_lag1
SFHA Policycount_lag2
SFHA Policy count_lag3
Non-SFHA
Policycount_lag1
Non-SFHA
Policycount_lag2
Non-SFHA
Policycount_lag3
Income
Bachelors
Households
Other
Black
Age
Year1998
Year1999
Year2000
Year2001
Year2002
Year2003
Year2004
Year2005
Year2006
Year2007
Year2008
Year2009
Year2010
Year2011
Year2012
Year2013
Year2014
Year2015
Year2016

(1)
Panel Model

(2)
Non-Panel Model
Outcome
Selection
1.3276
0.0046*
1.7726*
0.0068**
2.9311***
0.0073**
226.7706**
0.6070**
61.2954
0.2730***
-215.0252**
0.0943
-37.2549
-0.1126

1.9166***
2.0302***
2.9367***
18.5613
40.4376
-109.6167*
-53.8936
21.7804

0.2157

0.4350***

124.9884

255.6367*

1.0490***

1.9508***
-4.9263***
4.6047

-0.7216
1.3768
-55.0498**

-235.5356***
-108.4392***
-71.3827***
-63.1038***
-35.8077**
-1.9317
34.8914**
48.5476***
107.8973***
-183.0101***
-165.1296***
-108.6754***
-54.2874***
-35.0645**
-30.5739*
-13.3809

-712.8339***
-582.2368***
-539.3649***
-518.1685***
-482.9883***
-441.2666***
-402.2534***
-381.5244***
-317.2925***
-172.9414***
-149.1982***
-108.5348***
-54.0315***
-40.6554**
-27.3344*
-12.2407

0.0012
0.0113***
-0.0562*
0.0046*
0.0014
-0.0130***
-1.1862***
-1.1554***
-1.1271***
-1.1129***
-1.1040***
-1.0944***
-1.0620***
-1.0525***
-1.0321***
-0.1456***
-0.1441***
-0.1045***
-0.1028***
-0.0777***
-0.0597***
-0.0259***
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Table 9 (continued)

Total Points

(1)
Panel Model

(2)
Non-Panel Model
Outcome
Selection
-250.7291**
-1.4508***
55.7895
-0.7785***
-153.7555*
-1.1653***
-290.3888**
-1.8552***
-479.8495***
-0.8807***
-351.9263***
-1.0248***
-173.1100***
-0.7606***
-78.0548
-1.2197***
-354.8738***
-1.7988***
73.4926
-1.5131***
-0.1265
6.2305***

AL
CA
MS
PA
LA
SC
NC
NJ
NY
TX
Rho
Sigma
Inverse Mills Ratio
57.8607***
Constant
76.6577***
1,857.7850***
Observations
10,675
10,675
Note: *, **, *** indicate statistical significance at a 10%, 5%, and 1% level
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-0.1690
133,883

Table 10

Regression Results output using Public Information (Series 300) as dependent
variable

Series 300 (Public
Information)
Claimslag1
Claimslag2
Claimslag3
SFHA Policycount_lag1
SFHA Policycount_lag2
SFHA Policy count_lag3
Non-SFHA
Policycount_lag1
Non-SFHA
Policycount_lag2
Non-SFHA
Policycount_lag3
Income
Bachelors
Households
Other
Black
Age
Year1998
Year1999
Year2000
Year2001
Year2002
Year2003
Year2004
Year2005
Year2006
Year2007
Year2008
Year2009
Year2010
Year2011
Year2012

(1)
Panel Model

(2)
Non-Panel Model

-0.0088
-0.1418
-0.1666
-6.0177
20.0718
-21.8177*
-1.4379

Outcome
-0.0672
-0.1838
-0.2006
6.4236
17.3538
-11.8906
-36.4104

Selection
0.0044*
0.0063**
0.0065**
0.5794**
0.2663***
0.1401
-0.0938

5.2541

-33.5931

0.4123***

28.0120

51.2105

1.0530***

-0.1559
-0.2918***
12.4507**

0.0262
-0.2619
-11.6877*

4.6196
20.1341***
21.6334***
24.4937***
30.0035***
33.8610***
37.3947***
39.1881***
43.5386***
34.1903***
39.3188***
45.2367***

29.2498
42.9977
45.5886
49.4591*
55.1250*
59.5926**
61.1791**
63.0481**
68.8728**
52.6364***
59.2539***
59.1935***

0.0013
0.0111***
-0.0566*
0.0055**
0.0020
-0.0125***
-1.1601***
-1.1320***
-1.1029***
-1.0892***
-1.0813***
-1.0723***
-1.0410***
-1.0323***
-1.0118***
-0.1435***
-0.1422***
-0.1046***
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Table 10 (continued)

Series 300 (Public
Information)

(1)
Panel Model

(2)
Non-Panel Model

Outcome
Year2014
47.1874***
57.5265***
Year2015
29.6473***
37.8994***
Year2016
16.2793***
19.6745***
Year2017
3.2224
5.8675**
AL
66.8320**
CA
80.1463***
MS
68.7830***
PA
40.8985
LA
16.2437
SC
37.4238
NC
24.5799*
NJ
-2.5051
NY
53.1499*
TX
78.7904***
Rho
-0.5426***
Sigma
4.8852***
Inverse Mills Ratio
10.5241**
Constant
-25.1144***
397.0842***
Observations
10,675
10,675
Note: *, **, *** indicate statistical significance at a 10%, 5%, and 1% level
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Selection
-0.0782***
-0.0586***
-0.0253***
-0.0094
-1.4442***
-0.7846***
-1.1753***
-1.8408***
-0.8839***
-1.0322***
-0.7603***
-1.2169***
-1.7904***
-1.5060***

-0.2126
133,883

Table 11

Regression Results output using Mapping and Regulation (Series 400) as dependent
variable

Series 400 (Mapping
and Regulation)
Claimslag1
Claimslag2
Claimslag3
SFHA Policycount_lag1
SFHA Policycount_lag2
SFHA Policy
count_lag3
Non-SFHA
Policycount_lag1
Non-SFHA
Policycount_lag2
Non-SFHA
Policycount_lag3
Income
Bachelors
Households
Other
Black
Age
Year1998
Year1999
Year2000
Year2001
Year2002
Year2003
Year2004
Year2005
Year2006
Year2007
Year2008
Year2009
Year2010
Year2011
Year2012

(1)
Panel Model

(2)
Non-Panel Model

1.4591***
1.7362***
2.7219***
8.9787
-7.3861
-67.6497

Outcome
2.2853***
3.0929***
4.4834***
266.5811***
85.6553***
-119.7575

Selection
0.0057**
0.0081***
0.0078**
0.7507***
0.2498***
-0.1455

-87.6218*

-55.2934

-0.1809

-53.5229

100.6792**

0.4229***

66.0073

454.6721***

1.0659***

2.4098***
-3.4468***
-20.1414**

0.0462
5.6960***
-36.5149**

-221.8353***
-129.6627***
-103.8030***
-99.0217***
-87.6261***
-77.2564***
-56.0461***
-47.8828***
2.1620
-212.7760***
-205.0211***
-176.6180***

-1,002.6339***
-907.3013***
-867.9932***
-846.8842***
-827.0334***
-809.2800***
-773.0774***
-756.2078***
-697.5576***
-230.8527***
-220.4451***
-180.1222***

0.0009
0.0106***
-0.0534*
0.0029
0.0019*
-0.0045
-1.1789***
-1.1355***
-1.1096***
-1.1025***
-1.0940***
-1.0850***
-1.0561***
-1.0483***
-1.0251***
-0.2003***
-0.1973***
-0.1647***
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Table 11 (continued)

Series 400 (Mapping
and Regulation)

(1)
Panel Model

(2)
Non-Panel Model

Outcome
Year2014
-119.1758***
-127.6745***
Year2015
-83.2404***
-88.9889***
Year2016
-48.2218***
-49.4243***
Year2017
-30.9771**
-26.9640***
AL
-713.0052***
CA
-269.8918***
MS
-537.4197***
PA
-860.6454***
LA
-586.9993***
SC
-462.4760***
NC
-356.9586***
NJ
-340.9605***
NY
-815.1599***
TX
-530.0859***
Rho
1.8379***
Sigma
6.1864***
Inverse Mills Ratio
30.8759**
Constant
116.9571***
257.2577***
Observations
10,675
10,675
Note: *, **, *** indicate statistical significance at a 10%, 5%, and 1% level
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Selection
-0.1237***
-0.0924***
-0.0434***
-0.0190***
-1.4241***
-0.6405***
-1.1243***
-1.8326***
-0.8508***
-1.0145***
-0.7423***
-1.1006***
-1.7480***
-1.4356***

-0.4600***
133,883

Table 12

Regression Results output using Flood Damage Reduction (Series 500) as
dependent variable

Series 500 (Flood
Damage Reduction)
Claimslag1
Claimslag2
Claimslag3
SFHA Policycount_lag1
SFHA Policycount_lag2
SFHA Policy count_lag3
Non-SFHA
Policycount_lag1
Non-SFHA
Policycount_lag2
Non-SFHA
Policycount_lag3
Income
Bachelors
Households
Other
Black
Age
Year1998
Year1999
Year2000
Year2001
Year2002
Year2003
Year2004
Year2005
Year2006
Year2007
Year2008
Year2009
Year2010

(1)
Panel Model

(2)
Non-Panel Model

-0.0777
-0.1729
-0.1488
1.7295
20.5156
-1.6899
32.6642

Outcome
-0.3264
-0.4332
-0.4124
14.0075
16.1869
-8.9867
33.4766

Selection
0.0047*
0.0069**
0.0074**
0.6227**
0.2735***
0.0806
-0.1138

72.7908*

51.3134

0.4386***

-1.0089

8.4063

1.0572***

-0.0067
-0.9611***
-0.8164

-0.4139
-0.5534
-2.2884

-26.0983***
-9.4233
-0.6171
-3.7600
-0.9748
13.3502*
19.4900***
21.8239***
19.7501***
-38.7655***

-21.6446
-6.5732
1.3121
1.0180
3.4989
17.2712
22.7250
25.0027
19.6128
-17.8736**

0.0012
0.0113***
-0.0562*
0.0047**
0.0017
-0.0130***
-1.1862***
-1.1553***
-1.1271***
-1.1127***
-1.1035***
-1.0938***
-1.0613***
-1.0515***
-1.0308***
-0.1454***
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Table 12 (continued)

Series 500 (Flood
Damage Reduction)

(1)
Panel Model

(2)
Non-Panel Model

Outcome
Year2012
-13.8580**
-1.9935
Year2013
-2.1220
9.6573
Year2014
3.7311
10.4127
Year2015
0.7687
8.3587
Year2016
1.9802
6.0706
Year2017
-1.9889
2.0313
AL
67.4390
CA
30.3976
MS
28.8693
PA
-28.0144
LA
-0.2983
SC
-134.5235***
NC
-3.9184
NJ
-55.8794**
NY
-40.0867
TX
74.3804**
Rho
-0.1560**
Sigma
5.3665***
Inverse Mills Ratio
11.7127*
Constant
6.2948
375.7648***
Observations
10,675
10,675
Note: *, **, *** indicate statistical significance at a 10%, 5%, and 1% level
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Selection
-0.1041***
-0.1024***
-0.0773***
-0.0591***
-0.0251**
-0.0095
-1.4515***
-0.7758***
-1.1704***
-1.8489***
-0.8846***
-1.0297***
-0.7578***
-1.2188***
-1.7950***
-1.5141***

-0.1766
133,883

Table 13

Regression Results output using Warning and Response (Series 600) as dependent
variable

Series 600 (Warning
and Response)
Claimslag1
Claimslag2
Claimslag3
SFHA Policycount_lag1
SFHA Policycount_lag2
SFHA Policy
count_lag3
Non-SFHA
Policycount_lag1
Non-SFHA
Policycount_lag2
Non-SFHA
Policycount_lag3
Income
Bachelors
Households
Other
Black
Age
Year1998
Year1999
Year2000
Year2001
Year2002
Year2003
Year2004
Year2005
Year2006
Year2007
Year2008
Year2009

(1)
Panel Model

(2)
Non-Panel Model

0.1546**
0.1980***
0.1662*
5.9787
0.6123
-19.6432*

Outcome
0.0342
0.0688
0.0714
37.1427**
5.9752
-40.4697**

Selection
0.0044*
0.0064**
0.0068**
0.5664**
0.3201***
0.1085

16.3083

-3.4589

-0.1354

1.3390

-15.3595

0.3794***

15.5698

30.4192

1.1238***

-0.2585***
-0.0542*
2.5000

-0.1609*
0.0551
-14.7127***

0.9220
0.9350
1.5816
2.2240
5.4480*
6.8303**
7.6378**
7.2907**
7.4265**

4.5547
3.7883
4.2027
4.4841
7.9008
9.3869
9.8474
9.5630
10.6232

0.0012
0.0111***
-0.0513
0.0043*
0.0015
-0.0116***
-1.1594***
-1.1314***
-1.1046***
-1.0919***
-1.0845***
-1.0754***
-1.0433***
-1.0342***
-1.0145***
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Table 13 (continued)

Series 600 (Warning
and Response)

(1)
Panel Model

(2)
Non-Panel Model

Outcome
Year2011
5.7558*
12.3834***
Year2012
7.9463**
12.9695***
Year2013
9.7808***
14.9197***
Year2014
7.3429**
11.5893***
Year2015
1.7016
6.0007*
Year2016
3.5092
5.4837**
Year2017
0.6370
2.3140
AL
-67.6531***
CA
-1.1215
MS
-7.5152
PA
44.2470***
LA
-20.3471**
SC
-24.2762**
NC
-11.9472*
NJ
-14.2609**
NY
-17.4724*
TX
-16.3548*
Rho
-0.5957***
Sigma
4.2894***
Inverse Mills Ratio
2.4804
Constant
-3.5824
185.0535***
Observations
10,675
10,675
Note: *, **, *** indicate statistical significance at a 10%, 5%, and 1% level
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Selection
-0.1457***
-0.1071***
-0.1061***
-0.0806***
-0.0624***
-0.0298***
-0.0109*
-1.4459***
-0.7648***
-1.1692***
-1.8532***
-0.8789***
-1.0281***
-0.7668***
-1.2133***
-1.7956***
-1.5059***

-0.2312
133,883

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
This study significantly adds to existing research in many ways. First, using more recent
data this study furthers the research on both participating and non-participating CRS
communities over time. Further, this study simultaneously analyzes what factors influence
communities to participate in the CRS program; for participating communities what influences
them to increase their participation and non-participating communities what influences them to
join the program.
Second, geographically, this study extends previous studies beyond Florida, Texas, and
North Carolina to include top 10 states that cut across NFIP participation, claims payment, and
CRS participation over time while controlling for flood risk factors of claims and policies.
This study first concludes that CRS participation is increasing over time. Previous flood
events that lead to an increase in claims payment does not significantly affect participating
communities’ decision to improve their current flood mitigation policies which is in line what
Landry and Li (2012) reported. Likewise, policies held decreases the likelihood of communities
participating the CRS as reported by Landry and Li (2012) in their study of North Carolina
counties.
Moving forward, socio-demographic variables largely influence communities’ decision to
participate in the program. In line with Landry and Li’s (2012) study, education decreases the
likelihood of communities participating in the CRS. Further, while Landry and Li (2012) and
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Jacobs (2018) find income insignificant in determining whether communities join the CRS, it is
no different from the outcome produced in this analysis. Contrary to what Fan and Davlasheridze
(2016) concluded, age decreases the likelihood of communities joining the CRS overtime.

Focusing on intensity of participation, as concluded by Posey (2007); Li and Landry
(2018) claims payments received significantly increases the intensity of communities
participating in the CRS. However, for policies, it is contrary to Jacobs’ (2018) conclusion on a
positive effect of policies on the intensity of participation.
Moving further towards socio-demographic variables, education is an important factor in
helping increase communities’ intensity of participation as concluded by Brody et al (2009);
Sadiq and Noonan (2014) but opposite to what this analysis concludes. On the other hand, in line
with Brody et al (2009); Sadiq and Noonan (2014); Jacobs (2018); Li and Landry (2018) income
positively influences the intensity of communities’ participation over time.
Limitations
The first limitation to this research is that some communities are not digitally mapped.
This limited my access to socio-demographic characteristics of some communities that
participate in the CRS. Additionally, NFIP and claims payment data, was not updated to include
more recent year of 2020. Observation of 2020 were very small to make inferences from, so I
used a complete recent year of 2018 as the recent year. Future researchers can extend this study
to include more flood risk variables from the Special Hazard Events and Losses Database for
United States (SHELDUS) and makes a more inform conclusion on flood risk perspectives of
communities. Finally, a socio-demographic variable that represents the presence of a flood plain
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management staff will help understand some factors from the program’s characteristics on
participation and intensity.
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A.1
1. set more off
2. **** BIG 11 STATES POLICIES API ****
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

cd "/Users/kelvinamon/Documents/Data/States"
foreach state in "AL" "CA" "FL" "LA" "MS" "PA" "NC" "NY" "NJ" "SC" "TX" {
use `state', clear
gen SFH = (occupancytype == 1)
gen MFH = (occupancytype == 2 | occupancytype == 3)
gen nonres = (occupancytype == 4)
gen othertype = (occupancytype != 1 & occupancytype != 2 & occupancytype != 3 &
occupancytype != 4)

10. gen fzone = floodzone
11. replace fzone = "AE" if floodzone == "A01" | floodzone == "A02" | floodzone == "A03"
| floodzone == "A04" | floodzone == "A05" | floodzone == "A06" | floodzone == "A07" |
floodzone == "A08" | floodzone == "A09" |floodzone == "A10" | floodzone == "A11" |
floodzone == "A12" | floodzone == "A13" | floodzone == "A14" | floodzone == "A15"
|floodzone == "A16" | floodzone == "A17" |floodzone == "A18" | floodzone == "A19" |
floodzone == "A20" | floodzone == "A21" |floodzone == "A22" | floodzone == "A23"
|floodzone == "A24" | floodzone == "A25" | floodzone == "A26" | floodzone == "A27" |
floodzone == "A28" | floodzone == "A29" | floodzone == "A30"
12. replace fzone = "AH" if fzone == "AHB"
13. replace fzone = "AO" if fzone == "AOB"
14. replace fzone = "XBCD" if fzone == "X" | fzone == "B" | fzone == "C" | fzone == "D"
15. replace fzone = "VE" if floodzone == "V00" | floodzone == "V01" | floodzone == "V02"
| floodzone == "V03" | floodzone == "V04" | floodzone == "V05" | floodzone == "V06" |
floodzone == "V07" | floodzone == "V08" | floodzone == "V09" |floodzone == "V10" |
floodzone == "V11" | floodzone == "V12" | floodzone == "V13" | floodzone == "V14" |
floodzone == "V15" |floodzone == "V16" | floodzone == "V17" |floodzone == "V18" |
floodzone == "V19" | floodzone == "V20" | floodzone == "V21" |floodzone == "V22" |
floodzone == "V23" |floodzone == "V24" | floodzone == "V25" | floodzone == "V26" |
floodzone == "V27" | floodzone == "V28" | floodzone == "V29" | floodzone == "V30"
16. replace fzone = "AH_AO_A99_AR" if fzone == "AH" | fzone == "AO" | fzone == "A99"
| fzone == "AR"
17. gen zoneA = policycount if fzone == "A"
18. gen zoneAE = policycount if fzone == "AE"
19. gen zoneAH_AO_A99_AR = policycount if fzone == "AH_AO_A99_AR"
20. gen zoneV = policycount if fzone == "V"
21. gen zoneVE = policycount if fzone == "VE"
22. gen zoneXBCD = policycount if fzone == "XBCD"
23. gen zoneother = policycount if fzone != "A" & fzone != "AE" & fzone !=
"AH_AO_A99_AR" & fzone != "V" & fzone != "VE" & fzone != "XBCD"
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24. gen crs10 = (crsclasscode == 10)
25. gen crs9 = (crsclasscode == 9)
26. gen crs8 = (crsclasscode == 8)
27. gen crs7 = (crsclasscode == 7)
28. gen crs6 = (crsclasscode == 6)
29. gen crs5 = (crsclasscode == 5)
30. gen crs4 = (crsclasscode == 4)
31. gen crs3 = (crsclasscode == 3)
32. gen crs2 = (crsclasscode == 2)
33. gen crs1 = (crsclasscode == 1)
34. gen sfha = "nonSFHA" if fzone == "XBCD"
35. replace sfha = "SFHA" if sfha == ""
36. gen basement = (basementenclosurecrawlspace > 0)
37. *gen elevated = (elevationbuildingindicator == "Y")
38. *replace elevated = . if elevationbuildingindicator == ""
39. gen elevcert = (elevationcertificateindicator == 3 | elevationcertificateindicator == 4)
40. replace elevcert = . if elevationcertificateindicator == .
41. replace elevationdifference = . if basefloodelevation == .
42. gen condo = (condominiumindicator == "N" | condominiumindicator == "L" |
condominiumindicator == "U")
43. gen trailer = (numberoffloorsintheinsuredbuildi == 5)
44. *gen prefirm = (postfirmconstructionindicator == "N")
45. gen prp = (ratemethod == "7" | ratemethod == "P" | ratemethod == "Q")
46. gen yearconst1 = substr(originalconstructiondate,1,4)
47. destring yearconst1, gen(yearconst)
48. gen yearenter1 = substr(originalnbdate,1,4)
49. destring yearenter1, gen(yearenter)
50. gen policyyear1 = substr(policyeffectivedate,1,4)
51. destring policyyear1, gen(policyyear)
52. gen termyear1 = substr(policyterminationdate,1,4)
53. destring termyear1, gen(termyear)
54. drop yearconst1 yearenter1 policyyear1 termyear1
55. gen oneyrterm = (policytermindicator == 1)
56. gen threeyrterm = (policytermindicator == 3)
57. *gen emergency = (regularemergencyprogramindicator == "E")
58. gen deductbldg = 500 if deductibleamountinbuildingcovera == "0"
59. replace deductbldg = 1000 if deductibleamountinbuildingcovera == "1"
60. replace deductbldg = 2000 if deductibleamountinbuildingcovera == "2"
61. replace deductbldg = 3000 if deductibleamountinbuildingcovera == "3"
62. replace deductbldg = 4000 if deductibleamountinbuildingcovera == "4"
63. replace deductbldg = 5000 if deductibleamountinbuildingcovera == "5"
64. replace deductbldg = 10000 if deductibleamountinbuildingcovera == "A"
65. replace deductbldg = 25000 if deductibleamountinbuildingcovera == "D"
66. replace deductbldg = 50000 if deductibleamountinbuildingcovera == "E"
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67. replace deductbldg = 1250 if deductibleamountinbuildingcovera == "F"
68. replace deductbldg = 1500 if deductibleamountinbuildingcovera == "G"
69. gen deductcont = 500 if deductibleamountincontentscovera == "0"
70. replace deductcont = 1000 if deductibleamountincontentscovera == "1"
71. replace deductcont = 2000 if deductibleamountincontentscovera == "2"
72. replace deductcont = 3000 if deductibleamountincontentscovera == "3"
73. replace deductcont = 4000 if deductibleamountincontentscovera == "4"
74. replace deductcont = 5000 if deductibleamountincontentscovera == "5"
75. replace deductcont = 10000 if deductibleamountincontentscovera == "A"
76. replace deductcont = 25000 if deductibleamountincontentscovera == "D"
77. replace deductcont = 1250 if deductibleamountincontentscovera == "F"
78. replace deductcont = 1500 if deductibleamountincontentscovera == "G"
79. gen statecode = substr(censustract,1,2) if censustract != ""
80. replace countycode = substr(censustract,3,3) if censustract != ""
81. egen stcofips = concat(statecode countycode) if statecode != "" & countycode != ""
82. gen yeareff = substr(policyeffectivedate,1,4)
83. destring yeareff, gen(year_p)
84. rename year_p year
85. rename propertystate state
86. rename reportedcity city
87. order censustract stcofips statecode countycode state, first
88. rename censustract geoid
89. gen bfe_mu = basefloodelevation / policycount
90. gen elevdiff_mu = elevationdifference / policycount
91. gen lowadjgrade_mu = lowestadjacentgrade / policycount
92. gen lowfloorelev = lowestfloorelevation / policycount
93. gen yrconst_mu = yearconst / policycount
94. gen yrenter_mu = yearenter / policycount
95. drop elevationdifference lowestadjacentgrade lowestfloorelevation yearconst yearenter
96. drop if geoid == ""
97. collapse (firstnm) stcofips statecode countycode city state (sum) policycount crs10 crs9
crs8 crs7 crs6 crs5 crs4 crs3 crs2 crs1 zoneA zoneAE zoneAH_AO_A99_AR zoneV
zoneVE zoneXBCD zoneother totalbuildinginsurancecoverage
totalcontentsinsurancecoverage totalinsurancepremiumofthepolicy, by(geoid year)
98. save policy_collapse_`state', replace
99. }
100.
use policy_collapse_AL, clear
101.
foreach state in "CA" "FL" "LA" "MS" "PA" "NC" "NY" "NJ" "SC" "TX" {
102.
append using policy_collapse_`state'
103.
cd "/Users/kelvinamon/Dropbox/FEMA Data/Data/Final Dataset"
104.
save Policies_collapsed_big11, replace
105.
}
106.
duplicates tag geoid year, gen (x)
107.
drop if x > 0
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108.
109.

drop x
save Policies_collapsed_big11, replace{

110.
***** CLAIMS *****
111.
import delimited "FimaNfipClaims.csv", stringcols(8 14 38) clear
112.
gen fldzone = floodzone
113.
replace fldzone = "A" if floodzone == "AA" | floodzone == "AS"
114.
replace fldzone = "AE" if floodzone == "A01" | floodzone == "A02" | floodzone
== "A03" | floodzone == "A04" | floodzone == "A05" | floodzone == "A06" | floodzone
== "A07" | floodzone == "A08" | floodzone == "A09" | floodzone == "A10" | floodzone
== "A11" | floodzone == "A12" | floodzone == "A13" | floodzone == "A14" | floodzone
== "A15" | floodzone == "A16" | floodzone == "A17" | floodzone == "A18" | floodzone
== "A19" | floodzone == "A20" | floodzone == "A21" | floodzone == "A22" | floodzone
== "A23" | floodzone == "A24" | floodzone == "A25" | floodzone == "A26" |floodzone
== "A27" | floodzone == "A28" |floodzone == "A29" | floodzone == "A30"
115.
replace fldzone = "AH_AO_A99_AR" if floodzone == "AH" | floodzone ==
"AHB" | floodzone == "AO" | floodzone == "AOB" | floodzone == "A99" | floodzone ==
"AR"
116.
replace fldzone = "XBCD" if floodzone == "X" | floodzone == "B" | floodzone ==
"C" | floodzone == "D"
117.
replace fldzone = "VE" if floodzone == "V01" | floodzone == "V02" | floodzone
== "V03" | floodzone == "V04" | floodzone == "V05" | floodzone == "V06" | floodzone
== "V07" | floodzone == "V08" | floodzone == "V09" | floodzone == "V10" | floodzone
== "V11" | floodzone == "V12" | floodzone == "V13" | floodzone == "V14" | floodzone
== "V15" | floodzone == "V16" | floodzone == "V17" | floodzone == "V18" | floodzone
== "V19" | floodzone == "V20" | floodzone == "V21" | floodzone == "V22" | floodzone
== "V23" | floodzone == "V24" | floodzone == "V25" | floodzone == "V26" |floodzone
== "V27" | floodzone == "V28" |floodzone == "V29" | floodzone == "V30"
118.
tab fldzone, gen(floodcat)
119.
rename floodcat1 zoneA
120.
rename floodcat2 zoneAE
121.
rename floodcat3 zoneAH_AO_A99_AR
122.
rename floodcat4 zoneV
123.
rename floodcat5 zoneVE
124.
rename floodcat6 zoneXBCD
125.
gen crs10 = (communityratingsystemdiscount == 10)
126.
gen crs9 = (communityratingsystemdiscount == 9)
127.
gen crs8 = (communityratingsystemdiscount == 8)
128.
gen crs7 = (communityratingsystemdiscount == 7)
129.
gen crs6 = (communityratingsystemdiscount == 6)
130.
gen crs5 = (communityratingsystemdiscount == 5)
131.
gen crs4 = (communityratingsystemdiscount == 4)
132.
gen crs3 = (communityratingsystemdiscount == 3)
133.
gen crs2 = (communityratingsystemdiscount == 2)
134.
gen crs1 = (communityratingsystemdiscount == 1)
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135.
136.
137.
138.

gen basement = (basementenclosurecrawlspace > 0)
gen elevcert = (elevationcertificateindicator == 3 | elevationcertificateindicator ==
i. 4)
replace elevcert = . if elevationcertificateindicator == .
replace elevationdifference = . if basefloodelevation == .

139.
gen condo = (condominiumindicator == "A" | condominiumindicator == "H" |
condominiumindicator == "L" | condominiumindicator == "U")
140.
gen trailer = (numberoffloorsintheinsuredbuildi == 5)
141.
gen prefirm = (postfirmconstructionindicator == 0)
142.
gen prp = (ratemethod == "7" | ratemethod == "P" | ratemethod == "Q")
143.
gen yearconst1 = substr(originalconstructiondate,1,4)
144.
destring yearconst1, gen(yearconst)
145.
gen yearenter1 = substr(originalnbdate,1,4)
146.
destring yearenter1, gen(yearenter)
147.
drop yearconst1 yearenter1
148.
gen SFH = (occupancytype == 1)
149.
gen MFH = (occupancytype == 2 | occupancytype == 3)
150.
gen nonres = (occupancytype == 4)
151.
gen othertype = (occupancytype != 1 & occupancytype != 2 & occupancytype !=
3 & occupancytype != 4)
152.
rename reportedcity city
153.
154.
155.
156.
""

gen statecode = substr(censustract,1,2) if censustract != ""
drop state countycode
gen countycode = substr(censustract,3,3) if censustract != ""
egen stcofips = concat(statecode countycode) if statecode != "" & countycode !=

157.
order censustract stcofips statecode countycode reportedzipcode city county, first
158.
save Claims, replace
159.
collapse (firstnm) stcofips statecode countycode city (sum) basement condo
policycount elevatedbuildingindicator elevcert amountpaidonbuildingclaim
amountpaidoncontentsclaim amountpaidonincreasedcostofcompl trailer prefirm prp
totalbuildinginsurancecoverage totalcontentsinsurancecoverage zoneA zoneAE
zoneAH_AO_A99_AR zoneV zoneVE zoneXBCD crs10 crs9 crs8 crs7 crs6 crs5 crs4
crs3 crs2 crs1 SFH MFH nonres othertype (mean) basefloodelevation elevationdifference
lowestadjacentgrade lowestfloorelevation yearconst yearenter, by(yearofloss censustract)
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.

rename amountpaidonincreasedcostofcompl amountpdcompliance
rename basefloodelevation bfe_mu
rename elevatedbuildingindicator elevated
rename elevationdifference elevdiff_mu
rename lowestadjacentgrade lowadjgrade_mu
rename lowestfloorelevation lowfloorelev_mu
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166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.

rename yearconst yrconst_mu
rename yearenter yrenter_mu
rename * *_c
rename yearofloss_c year
rename censustract_c censustract
rename censustract geoid
drop if geoid == ""

173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.

gen state = "AL" if statecode == "01"
replace state = "CA" if statecode == "06"
replace state = "FL" if statecode == "12"
replace state = "LA" if statecode == "22"
replace state = "MS" if statecode == "28"
replace state = "NJ" if statecode == "34"
replace state = "NY" if statecode == "36"
replace state = "NC" if statecode == "37"
replace state = "PA" if statecode == "42"
replace state = "SC" if statecode == "45"
replace state = "TX" if statecode == "48"
drop if state == ""

185.
186.
187.
188.

save Claims_collapsed, replace
drop if geoid == ""
sort geoid
save Claims_collapsed, replace

189.

****CRS DATASET****

190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.

clear all
*cd "D:\NFIP_Dataset\CRS_Historical Data"
For Kelvin's computer
*cd "C:\Users\kcelc\Dropbox\FEMA Data"
cd "/Users/kelvinamon/Dropbox/FEMA Data/Data/CRS Dataset"
Starting a log file
log using CRS_Data,replace text

197.
//importing CRS Data for 1998-1999//
198.
import excel "(1) CRS_Historical_Data_1998 to 1999.xls", sheet("Oct98")
firstrow
199.
gen month = 10
200.
gen year = 1998
201.
save Oct98.dta,replace
202.
clear
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203.
import excel "(1) CRS_Historical_Data_1998 to 1999.xls", sheet("Oct99")
firstrow
204.
gen month = 10
205.
gen year = 1999
206.
save Oct99.dta,replace
207.
clear
208.
//Data recieved in excel came in different tabs, so we used stata to append the
different tabs//
209.
use Oct98.dta
210.
append using Oct99.dta
211.
//saving the appended data set into one//
212.
save CRS1998-1999.dta,replace
213.
clear
214.
// importing CRS Data for 2000-2004//
215.
import excel "(2) CRS_Historical_Data_2000 to 2004.xls", sheet("Oct00")
cellrange(A1:FC927) firstrow
216.
gen month = 10
217.
gen year = 2000
218.
*merge 1:1 CommunityName using Oct02.dta, keepusing(CID)
219.
save Oct00.dta,replace
220.
clear
221.
import excel "(2) CRS_Historical_Data_2000 to 2004.xls", sheet("Oct01")
firstrow
222.
gen month = 10
223.
gen year = 2001
224.
*merge 1:1 CommunityName using Oct02.dta, keepusing(CID)
225.
save Oct01.dta,replace
226.
clear
227.
import excel "(2) CRS_Historical_Data_2000 to 2004.xls", sheet("Oct02")
firstrow
228.
gen month = 10
229.
gen year = 2002
230.
save Oct02.dta,replace
231.
clear
232.
import excel "(2) CRS_Historical_Data_2000 to 2004.xls", sheet("Oct03")
firstrow
233.
gen month = 10
234.
gen year = 2003
235.
save Oct03.dta,replace
236.
clear
237.
import excel "(2) CRS_Historical_Data_2000 to 2004.xls", sheet("May04")
firstrow
238.
gen month = 5
239.
gen year = 2004
240.
save May04.dta,replace
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241.
clear
242.
import excel "(2) CRS_Historical_Data_2000 to 2004.xls", sheet("Oct04")
firstrow
243.
gen month = 10
244.
gen year = 2004
245.
save Oct04.dta,replace
246.
clear
247.
//Data recieved in excel came in different tabs, so we used stata to append the
different tabs//
248.
use Oct00.dta
249.
append using Oct01.dta
250.
append using Oct02.dta
251.
append using Oct03.dta
252.
append using May04.dta
253.
append using Oct04.dta
254.
//saving the appended data set into one//
255.
save CRS2000-2004.dta,replace
256.
clear
257.
//importing CRS Data for 2005-2009//
258.
import excel "(3) CRS_Historical_Data_2005 to 2009.xls", sheet("May05")
firstrow
259.
gen month = 5
260.
gen year = 2005
261.
save May05.dta,replace
262.
clear
263.
import excel "(3) CRS_Historical_Data_2005 to 2009.xls", sheet("Oct05")
firstrow
264.
gen month = 10
265.
gen year = 2005
266.
save Oct05.dta,replace
267.
clear
268.
import excel "(3) CRS_Historical_Data_2005 to 2009.xls", sheet("Oct06")
firstrow
269.
gen month = 10
270.
gen year = 2006
271.
save Oct06.dta,replace
272.
clear
273.
import excel "(3) CRS_Historical_Data_2005 to 2009.xls", sheet("May07")
firstrow
274.
gen month = 5
275.
gen year = 2007
276.
save May07.dta,replace
277.
clear
278.
import excel "(3) CRS_Historical_Data_2005 to 2009.xls", sheet("Oct07")
firstrow
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279.
gen month = 10
280.
gen year = 2007
281.
save Oct07.dta,replace
282.
clear
283.
import excel "(3) CRS_Historical_Data_2005 to 2009.xls", sheet("May08")
firstrow
284.
gen month = 5
285.
gen year = 2008
286.
save May08.dta,replace
287.
clear
288.
import excel "(3) CRS_Historical_Data_2005 to 2009.xls", sheet("May09")
firstrow
289.
gen month = 5
290.
gen year = 2009
291.
save May09.dta,replace
292.
clear
293.
//Data recieved in excel came in different tabs, so we used stata to append the
different tabs//
294.
use May05.dta
295.
append using Oct05.dta
296.
append using Oct06.dta
297.
append using May07.dta
298.
append using Oct07.dta
299.
append using May08.dta
300.
append using May09.dta
301.
//saving the appended data set into one//
302.
save CRS2005-2009.dta,replace
303.
clear
304.
//importing CRS Data for 2010-2015//
305.
import excel "(4) CRS_Historical_Data_2010 to 2015 V2.xlsx", sheet("May10")
firstrow
306.
gen month = 5
307.
gen year = 2010
308.
save May10.dta,replace
309.
clear
310.
import excel "(4) CRS_Historical_Data_2010 to 2015 V2.xlsx", sheet("Oct10")
firstrow
311.
gen month = 10
312.
gen year = 2010
313.
save Oct10.dta,replace
314.
clear
315.
import excel "(4) CRS_Historical_Data_2010 to 2015 V2.xlsx", sheet("May11")
firstrow
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316.
gen month = 5
317.
gen year = 2011
318.
save May11.dta,replace
319.
clear
320.
import excel "(4) CRS_Historical_Data_2010 to 2015 V2.xlsx", sheet("Oct11")
firstrow
321.
gen month = 10
322.
gen year = 2011
323.
save Oct11.dta,replace
324.
clear
325.
import excel "(4) CRS_Historical_Data_2010 to 2015 V2.xlsx", sheet("May12")
firstrow
326.
gen month = 5
327.
gen year = 2012
328.
save May12.dta,replace
329.
clear
330.
import excel "(4) CRS_Historical_Data_2010 to 2015 V2.xlsx", sheet("Oct12")
firstrow
331.
gen month = 10
332.
gen year = 2012
333.
save Oct12.dta,replace
334.
clear
335.
import excel "(4) CRS_Historical_Data_2010 to 2015 V2.xlsx", sheet("Oct13")
firstrow
336.
gen month = 10
337.
gen year = 2013
338.
save Oct13.dta,replace
339.
clear
340.
import excel "(4) CRS_Historical_Data_2010 to 2015 V2.xlsx", sheet("May14")
firstrow
341.
gen month = 5
342.
gen year = 2014
343.
save May14.dta,replace
344.
clear
345.
import excel "(4) CRS_Historical_Data_2010 to 2015 V2.xlsx", sheet("Oct15
(2007Manual)") firstrow
346.
gen month = 10
347.
gen year = 2015
348.
gen manual = 2007
349.
save Oct15_2007CM_4.dta,replace
350.
clear
351.
import excel "(4) CRS_Historical_Data_2010 to 2015 V2.xlsx", sheet("Oct15
(2013Manual)") firstrow
352.
gen month = 10
353.
gen year = 2015
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354.
gen manual = 2013
355.
save Oct15_2013CM_4.dta,replace
356.
clear
357.
//Data recieved in excel came in different tabs, so we used stata to append the
different tabs//
358.
use May10.dta
359.
append using Oct10.dta
360.
append using May11.dta
361.
append using Oct11.dta
362.
append using May12.dta
363.
append using Oct12.dta
364.
append using Oct13.dta
365.
append using Oct15_2007CM_4.dta
366.
append using Oct15_2013CM_4.dta
367.
//saving the appended data set into one//
368.
save May10.dta,replace
369.
clear
370.
//Destring variables in 2010-2015\May14.dta, to append with the rest of the data//
371.
use May14.dta
372.
destring PFI OP FRP PPI STK FPA PPA cPPA PPV cPPV FAA cFAA TNG
c370 Year_370 FIA CP CPI BL BM cCPI TA RFE1 RFE2 RFE3 RFE4 RFE5 RFE6
ADS1 ADS2 ADS3 ADS4 ADS5 ADS6 NFS1 NFS2 NFS3 NFS4 NFS5 NFS6 SR1 SR2
SR3 cAFD1 cAFD2 cAFD3 cAFD4 cAFD5 cAFD6 cAFD NB cNB NFOS1 cNFOS1
NFOS2 cNFOS2 NFOS3 cNFOS3 NFOS4 cNFOS4 cNFOS OSI1 cOSI1 OSI2 OSI3
cOSI2 cOSI3 OSI4 cOSI4 OSI5 cOSI5 OSI6 cOSI6 OSI7 cOSI LZ1 cLZ1 LZ2 cLZ2
LZ3 cLZ3 cLZ NSP cNSP aRF DL1a cDL1a DL1b cDL1b DL2 cDL2 DL3a cDL3a
DL3b cDL3b DL3c cDL3c cDL PSC1 PSC2 PSC3 cPSC NBR cNBR IBC IRC OBC
LDP cLDP RA2 RA3 cRA3 RA4 cRA4 RA5 cRA LDC cLDC IB IC ID IE c430LD
AMD1 AMD2 AMD3 AMD4 AMD5 AMD6 AMD7 AMD8 AMD9 AMD10 AMD11
AMD12 AMD13 cBMM1 CORS LID1 LID2 LID3 FRX cFRX PSM cPSM CIP SBM
cSBM CFP3 LPL1 LPL2 LPL3 cLPL LM1 LM2 cLM LFR1 cLFR LFW cLFW LFO
cLFO LCF1 LCF2 cLCF DFR cDFR DFW cDFW DFO cDFO DCF1 DCF2 DCF DFP2
DFP1 DFP3 cDFP, replace force
373.
destring ECCF cECCF ECWS cECWS OPC OPA1 OPF OPA1 OPA2 OPA3
OPS, replace force
374.
save May14.dta,replace
375.
clear
376.
use May10.dta
377.
append using May14.dta
378.
//saving the appended data set into one//
379.
save CRS2010-2015.dta,replace
380.
clear
381.
//importing data from 2014-2018//
382.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx",
sheet("May14(2007CM)") firstrow
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383.
gen month = 5
384.
gen year = 2014
385.
gen manual = 2007
386.
save May14_2007CM_5.dta,replace
387.
clear
388.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx",
sheet("May14(2013CM)") firstrow
389.
gen month = 5
390.
gen year = 2014
391.
gen manual = 2013
392.
save May14_2013CM_5.dta,replace
393.
clear
394.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx",
sheet("Oct14(2007CM)") firstrow
395.
gen month = 10
396.
gen year = 2014
397.
gen manual = 2007
398.
save Oct14_2007CM.dta,replace
399.
clear
400.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx",
sheet("Oct14(2013CM)") firstrow
401.
gen month = 10
402.
gen year = 2014
403.
gen manual = 2013
404.
save Oct14_2013CM.dta,replace
405.
clear
406.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx",
sheet("Oct15(2007CM)") firstrow
407.
gen month =10
408.
gen year = 2015
409.
gen manual= 2007
410.
save Oct15_2007CM_5.dta,replace
411.
clear
412.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx",
sheet("Oct15(2013CM)") firstrow
413.
gen month = 10
414.
gen year = 2015
415.
gen manual= 2013
416.
save Oct15_2013CM_5.dta,replace
417.
clear
418.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx",
sheet("May16(2007CM)") firstrow
419.
gen month = 5
420.
gen year = 2016
421.
gen manual = 2007
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422.
save May16_2007CM.dta,replace
423.
clear
424.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx",
sheet("May16(2013CM)") firstrow
425.
gen month = 5
426.
gen year = 2016
427.
gen manual = 2013
428.
save May16_2013CM.dta,replace
429.
clear
430.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx",
sheet("Oct16(2007CM)") firstrow
431.
gen month = 10
432.
gen year = 2016
433.
gen manual = 2007
434.
save Oct16_2007CM.dta,replace
435.
clear
436.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx",
sheet("Oct16(2013CM)") firstrow
437.
gen month = 10
438.
gen year = 2016
439.
gen manual = 2013
440.
save Oct16_2013CM.dta,replace
441.
clear
442.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx",
sheet("May17(2007CM)") firstrow
443.
gen month= 5
444.
gen year = 2017
445.
gen manual = 2007
446.
save May17_2007CM.dta,replace
447.
clear
448.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx",
sheet("May17(2013CM)") firstrow
449.
gen month= 5
450.
gen year = 2017
451.
gen manual = 2013
452.
save May17_2013CM.dta,replace
453.
clear
454.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx",
sheet("Oct17(2007CM)") firstrow
455.
gen month = 10
456.
gen year = 2017
457.
gen manual = 2007
458.
save Oct17_2007CM.dta,replace
459.
clear
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460.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx",
sheet("Oct17(13&17CM)") firstrow
461.
gen month = 10
462.
gen year = 2017
463.
gen manual = 1317
464.
save Oct17_13&17CM.dta,replace
465.
clear
466.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx",
sheet("May18(2007CM)") firstrow
467.
gen month = 5
468.
gen year = 2018
469.
gen manual =2007
470.
save May18_2007CM.dta,replace
471.
clear
472.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx",
sheet("May18(13&17CM)") firstrow
473.
gen month = 5
474.
gen year = 2018
475.
gen manual = 1317
476.
save May18_13&17CM.dta,replace
477.
clear
478.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx", sheet("Oct18
(2007Manual)") firstrow
479.
gen month = 10
480.
gen year = 2018
481.
gen manual = 2007
482.
save Oct18_2007CM.dta,replace
483.
clear
484.
import excel "(5) CRS_Historical_Data_2014 to 2018.xlsx", sheet("Oct18
(13&17CM)") firstrow
485.
gen month = 10
486.
gen year = 2018
487.
gen manual = 1317
488.
save Oct18_13&17CM.dta,replace
489.
clear
490.
//Data recieved in excel came in different tabs, so we used stata to append the
different tabs//
491.
use May14_2007CM_5.dta
492.
append using May14_2013CM_5.dta
493.
append using Oct14_2007CM.dta
494.
append using Oct14_2013CM.dta
495.
append using Oct15_2007CM_5.dta
496.
save May14_2007CM_5.dta, replace
497.
clear
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498.
499.
500.
501.
502.
503.
504.
505.
506.
507.
508.
509.
510.
511.
512.
513.
514.
515.
516.
517.
518.
519.
520.
521.
522.
523.
524.
525.
526.
527.
528.
529.
530.
531.
532.
533.
534.
535.
536.
537.
538.
539.
540.
541.
542.

//Destringing variable cBMM1, which is a string variable in the using data//
use May14_2007CM_5.dta
destring cBMM1, replace force
save May14_2007CM_5.dta, replace
append using Oct15_2013CM_5.dta
append using May16_2007CM.dta
append using May16_2013CM.dta
append using Oct16_2007CM.dta
append using Oct16_2013CM.dta
append using May17_2007CM.dta
append using May17_2013CM.dta
append using Oct17_2007CM.dta
append using Oct17_13&17CM.dta
append using May18_2007CM.dta
append using May18_13&17CM.dta
append using Oct18_2007CM.dta
append using Oct18_13&17CM.dta
//saving the appended data set into one//
save CRS2014-2018.dta,replace
clear
// Appending CRS Data from 1998-2014//
use CRS1998-1999.dta
append using CRS2000-2004.dta
append using CRS2005-2009.dta
append using CRS2010-2015.dta
//Destirnging variable cBMM1, which is a string variable in the using data//
destring cBMM1, replace force
append using CRS2014-2018.dta
*Reconcile variable names and combine
egen community = concat(CommunityName COMMUNITYNAME Name)
egen state = concat(State STATE)
replace cTot = cTOTAL if cTot ==.
replace cTot = cTOT if cTot ==.
replace Class = CLASS if Class == .
replace c310 = C310 if c310 == .
replace cEC = CEC if cEC == .
replace c320 = C320 if c320 ==.
replace c330 = C330 if c330 ==.
replace c340 = C340 if c340 ==.
replace c350 = C350 if c350 ==.
replace c360 = C360 if c360 ==.
replace c410 = C410 if c410 ==.
replace c420 = C420 if c420 ==.
replace c430 = C430 if c430 ==.
replace c440 = C440 if c440 ==.
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543.
replace c450 = C450 if c450 ==.
544.
replace c510 = C510 if c510 ==.
545.
replace c520 = C520 if c520 ==.
546.
replace c530 = C530 if c530 ==.
547.
replace c540 = C540 if c540 ==.
548.
replace c610 = C610 if c610 ==.
549.
replace c620 = C620 if c620 ==.
550.
replace c630 = C630 if c630 ==.
551.
replace cECPO = CECPO if cECPO ==.
552.
replace cECCF = CECCF if cECCF ==.
553.
replace cECPR = CECPR if cECPR ==.
554.
replace cMI = CMI if cMI ==.
555.
replace cDFH = DFH if cDFH ==.
556.
replace cAFD = CAFD if cAFD ==.
557.
replace cOS = COS if cOS ==.
558.
replace cCDR = CCDR if cCDR ==.
559.
replace cDR = CCDR if cDR ==.
560.
replace cNB = CNB if cNB ==.
561.
replace cSHOS = CSHOS if cSHOS ==.
562.
replace cLZ = CLZ if cLZ ==.
563.
replace cFRB = CFRB if cFRB ==.
564.
replace cFDN = CFDN if cFDN ==.
565.
replace cCSI = CCSI if cCSI ==.
566.
replace cPCF = CPCF if cPCF ==.
567.
replace cPSC = CPSC if cPSC ==.
568.
replace cNBR = CNBR if cNBR ==.
569.
replace cENL = CENL if cENL ==.
570.
replace cOHS = COHS if cOHS ==.
571.
replace cSMS = CSMS if cSMS ==.
572.
replace cAMD = CAMD if cAMD ==.
573.
replace cEWD = CEWD if cEWD ==.
574.
replace cORE = CORE if cORE ==.
575.
replace cLPL = CLPL if cLPL ==.
576.
replace cDFP = CDFP if cDFP ==.
577.
replace cDFR = CDFR if cDFR ==.
578.
drop CommunityName COMMUNITYNAME Name State STATE cTOTAL
cTOT CLASS C310 C320 C330 C340 C350 C360 C410 C420 C430 C440 C450 C510
C520 C530
579.
drop C540 C610 C620 C630 CECCF CECPO CECPR CMI CDFH CAFD COS
CDR CCDR CNB CSHOS CLZ CFRB CFDN CCSI CPCF CPSC CNBR CENL COHS
CSMS CAMD CEWD CORE CLPL CDFR
580.
drop if community == ""
581.
order community year month manual state cTot Class, after(CID)
582.
//saving all the data set as one from the excel files for 1998-2018//
583.
save CRS_Data1998-2018, replace
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584.
585.
586.
587.
588.
589.
590.
591.
592.
593.
594.
595.
596.
597.
598.
599.
600.
601.
602.
603.
604.
605.
606.
607.
608.
609.
610.
611.
612.
613.
614.
615.
616.
617.
618.
619.
620.
621.
622.
623.
624.
625.
626.
627.
628.

Drop all intermediate files
erase CRS1998-1999.dta
erase CRS2000-2004.dta
erase CRS2005-2009.dta
erase CRS2010-2015.dta
erase CRS2014-2018.dta
erase May04.dta
erase May05.dta
erase May07.dta
erase May08.dta
erase May09.dta
erase May10.dta
erase May11.dta
erase May12.dta
erase May14.dta
erase May14_2007CM_5.dta
erase May14_2013CM_5.dta
erase May16_2007CM.dta
erase May16_2013CM.dta
erase May17_2007CM.dta
erase May17_2013CM.dta
erase May18_13&17CM.dta
erase May18_2007CM.dta
erase Oct00.dta
erase Oct01.dta
erase Oct02.dta
erase Oct03.dta
erase Oct04.dta
erase Oct05.dta
erase Oct06.dta
erase Oct07.dta
erase Oct10.dta
erase Oct11.dta
erase Oct12.dta
erase Oct13.dta
erase Oct14_2007CM.dta
erase Oct14_2013CM.dta
erase Oct15_2007CM_4.dta
erase Oct15_2013CM_4.dta
erase Oct15_2007CM_5.dta
erase Oct15_2013CM_5.dta
erase Oct16_2007CM.dta
erase Oct16_2013CM.dta
erase Oct17_2007CM.dta
erase Oct17_13&17CM.dta
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629.
erase Oct18_13&17CM.dta
630.
erase Oct18_2007CM.dta
631.
erase Oct98.dta
632.
erase Oct99.dta
633.
Drop all duplicate observations
634.
duplicates list
635.
duplicates drop
636.
*duplicates*
637.
gen rank = 1 if manual == 1317 & month == 10
638.
replace rank = 2 if manual == 1317 & month == 5
639.
replace rank = 3 if manual == 2013 & month == 10
640.
replace rank = 4 if manual == 2013 & month == 5
641.
replace rank = 5 if manual == 2007 & month == 10
642.
replace rank = 6 if manual == 2007 & month == 5
643.
replace rank = 7 if manual == . & month == 10
644.
replace rank = 8 if manual == . & month == 5
645.
sort rank
646.
duplicates drop CID year, force
647.
egen S300 = rowtotal(c310 c320 c330 c340 c350 c360 c370)
648.
egen S400 = rowtotal(c410 c420 c430 c440 c450)
649.
egen S500 = rowtotal(c510 c520 c530 c540)
650.
egen S600 = rowtotal(c610 c620 c630)
651.
egen totalpoints = rowtotal(S300 S400 S500 S600)
652.
log close
653.
save CRS_Data1998-2018, replace
654.
*** DATASETS MERGE CENSUSTRACT, POLICIES, CLAIMS, AND,
CRS***
655.
656.
657.
658.
*CENSUSTRACT CID FLOOD ZONES GIS MERGE*
659.
660.
*Kelvin's Computer
661.
662.
cd "/Users/kelvinamon/Dropbox/FEMA Data/Data/GIS_spatial Dataset"
663.
foreach state in "AL" "CA" "FL" "LA" "MS" "PA" "NC" "NY" "NJ" "SC" "TX"
{
664.
665.
*Note: Object_ID in the POL_AR_Diss dataset corresponds to the CID
666.
*Join_ID in the GEOID dataset corresponds to CID
667.
668.
import delimited POL_AR_Diss_`state'.csv, encoding(UTF-8) stringcols(2) clear
669.
rename objectid join_id
670.
save POL_AR_Diss_`state', replace
671.
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672.
673.
674.
675.
676.
677.
678.
679.
680.
681.
682.
683.
{
684.
685.
686.
687.
688.
689.
690.
691.
692.
693.
694.
695.
696.
697.
698.
699.
700.
701.
702.
703.
704.
705.
706.
707.
708.
709.
710.
711.
712.
713.
714.

import delimited FLD_ZONE_`state'.csv, encoding(UTF-8) clear
save FLD_ZONE_`state', replace
import delimited GEOID_`state'.csv, encoding(UTF-8) stringcols(3) clear
save GEOID_`state', replace
}

*MERGE FLOODZONE & DISSOLVED AREA OF FLOODZONE*

foreach state in "AL" "CA" "FL" "LA" "MS" "PA" "NC" "NY" "NJ" "SC" "TX"

use FLD_ZONE_`state', clear
merge m:1 join_id using POL_AR_Diss_`state'
drop if _merge == 2
keep cid fld_zone sum_area_s
sort cid fld_zone, stable
rename sum_area_s sqmi
save CID_FLDZONE_`state', replace
}
use CID_FLDZONE_AL, clear
foreach state in "CA" "FL" "LA" "MS" "PA" "NC" "NY" "NJ" "SC" "TX" {
append using CID_FLDZONE_`state'
save CID_FLDZONE, replace
}
by cid, sort: egen total_sqmi= total(sqmi)
encode fld_zone, gen (f_code)
replace f_code = 99 if f_code == .
drop fld_zone
drop if cid == "NP"
rename f_code fld_zone
reshape wide sqmi, i(cid) j(fld_zone)
rename * v#, addnumber
rename (v1 v13) (cid total_sqmi)
forvalues i=2/12{
replace v`i' = 0 if v`i' == .
}
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715.
rename (v2-v12) (sqmi1 sqmi2 sqmi3 sqmi4 sqmi5 sqmi6 sqmi7 sqmi8 sqmi9
sqmi10 sqmi11)
716.
717.
rename (sqmi1 sqmi2 sqmi3 sqmi4 sqmi5 sqmi6 sqmi7 sqmi8 sqmi9 sqmi10
sqmi11 ) (A A99 AE AH AO ANI D OW V VE X)
718.
719.
gen byte kelvin = real(cid)==.
720.
drop if kelvin == 1
721.
drop kelvin
722.
destring cid, gen(cid1)
723.
gen str6 t = string(cid1,"%06.0f")
724.
drop cid1 cid
725.
rename t cid
726.
727.
save cid_fldzones, replace
728.
729.
730.
*MERGE GEOID AND DISSOLVED FLOODZONE AREA*
731.
732.
733.
foreach state in "AL" "CA" "FL" "LA" "MS" "PA" "NC" "NY" "NJ" "SC" "TX"
{
734.
735.
use GEOID_`state', clear
736.
737.
merge m:1 join_id using POL_AR_Diss_`state'
738.
keep cid geoid sum_area_s
739.
sort cid geoid, stable
740.
rename sum_area_s sqmi
741.
save CID_GEOID_`state', replace
742.
}
743.
744.
use CID_GEOID_AL, clear
745.
foreach state in "CA" "FL" "LA" "MS" "PA" "NC" "NY" "NJ" "SC" "TX" {
746.
append using CID_GEOID_`state'
747.
save CID_GEOID, replace
748.
}
749.
gen byte kelvin = real(cid)==.
750.
drop if kelvin == 1
751.
drop kelvin
752.
destring cid, gen(cid1)
753.
gen str6 t = string(cid1,"%06.0f")
754.
drop cid1 cid
755.
rename t cid
756.
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757.
by cid, sort: egen total_sqmi= total(sqmi)
758.
759.
save CID_GEOID, replace
760.
761.
762.
763.
*MERGE GOEID, CID, AND ACS DATASETS*
764.
765.
766.
***Kelvin's Computer***
767.
768.
cd "/Users/kelvinamon/Dropbox/FEMA Data/Data/ACS Dataset"
769.
merge m:1 geoid using ACS_wide
770.
drop _merge
771.
drop if cid == ""
772.
773.
order cid geoid sqmi total_sqmi, first
774.
775.
rename * v#, addnumber
776.
rename (v1-v4) (cid geoid sqmi total_sqmi)
777.
778.
forvalues i=5/147 {
779.
gen weight = sqmi / total_sqmi
780.
replace weight = 0 if v`i' == .
781.
by cid, sort: egen adj_total = total(weight)
782.
replace weight = weight / adj_total
783.
order weight, after(total_sqmi)
784.
gen v`i'_x = weight * v`i'
785.
by cid, sort: egen v`i'_wt = total(v`i'_x), mis
786.
drop v`i' adj_total v`i'_x weight
787.
rename v`i'_wt v`i'
788.
}
789.
790.
rename (v5-v147) (pctHS2009 pctBA2009 medHHinc2009 TotHH2009
pctWhite2009 pctBlack2009 pctNatAm2009 pctAsian2009 pctHaw2009 pctOther2009
pctMult2009 pctHisp2009 MedAge2009 pctHS2010 pctBA2010 medHHinc2010
TotHH2010 pctWhite2010 pctBlack2010 pctNatAm2010 pctAsian2010 pctHaw2010
pctOther2010 pctMult2010 pctHisp2010 MedAge2010 pctHS2011 pctBA2011
medHHinc2011 TotHH2011 pctWhite2011 pctBlack2011 pctNatAm2011 pctAsian2011
pctHaw2011 pctOther2011 pctMult2011 pctHisp2011 MedAge2011 pctHS2012
pctBA2012 medHHinc2012 TotHH2012 pctWhite2012 pctBlack2012 pctNatAm2012
pctAsian2012 pctHaw2012 pctOther2012 pctMult2012 pctHisp2012 MedAge2012
pctHS2013 pctBA2013 medHHinc2013 TotHH2013 pctWhite2013 pctBlack2013
pctNatAm2013 pctAsian2013 pctHaw2013 pctOther2013 pctMult2013 pctHisp2013
MedAge2013 pctHS2014 pctBA2014 medHHinc2014 TotHH2014 pctWhite2014
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pctBlack2014 pctNatAm2014 pctAsian2014 pctHaw2014 pctOther2014 pctMult2014
pctHisp2014 MedAge2014 pctHS2015 pctBA2015 medHHinc2015 TotHH2015
pctWhite2015 pctBlack2015 pctNatAm2015 pctAsian2015 pctHaw2015 pctOther2015
pctMult2015 pctHisp2015 MedAge2015 pctHS2016 pctBA2016 medHHinc2016
TotHH2016 pctWhite2016 pctBlack2016 pctNatAm2016 pctAsian2016 pctHaw2016
pctOther2016 pctMult2016 pctHisp2016 MedAge2016 pctHS2017 pctBA2017
medHHinc2017 TotHH2017 pctWhite2017 pctBlack2017 pctNatAm2017 pctAsian2017
pctHaw2017 pctOther2017 pctMult2017 pctHisp2017 MedAge2017 pctHS2018
pctBA2018 medHHinc2018 TotHH2018 pctWhite2018 pctBlack2018 pctNatAm2018
pctAsian2018 pctHaw2018 pctOther2018 pctMult2018 pctHisp2018 MedAge2018
pctHS2019 pctBA2019 medHHinc2019 TotHH2019 pctWhite2019 pctBlack2019
pctNatAm2019 pctAsian2019 pctHaw2019 pctOther2019 pctMult2019 pctHisp2019
MedAge2019)
791.
792.
collapse (first) total_sqmi-MedAge2019, by(cid)
793.
794.
reshape long pctHS pctBA medHHinc TotHH pctWhite pctBlack pctNatAm
pctAsian pctHaw pctOther pctMult pctHisp MedAge, i(cid) j(year)
795.
796.
797.
798.
expand 37 if year == 2009
799.
sort cid year
800.
egen year1 = seq(), f(1973) t(2019)
801.
order year year1
802.
drop year
803.
rename year1 year
804.
805.
rename * v#, addnumber
806.
rename (v1-v3) ( year cid total_sqmi)
807.
forvalues i=4/16 {
808.
809.
replace v`i' = . if year <2009
810.
}
811.
rename(v4-v16) (pctHS pctBA medHHinc TotHH pctWhite pctBlack pctNatAm
pctAsian pctHaw pctOther pctMult pctHisp MedAge)
812.
813.
814.
cd "/Users/kelvinamon/Dropbox/FEMA Data/Data/GIS_spatial Dataset"
815.
save CID_GEOID_ACS, replace
816.
817.
818.
*MERGE CID, GEOID, ACS, AND FLOODZONE AREA*
819.
820.
merge m:1 cid using cid_fldzones
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821.
gen byte kelvin = real(cid)==.
822.
drop if kelvin == 1
823.
drop _merge kelvin
824.
825.
cd "/Users/kelvinamon/Dropbox/FEMA Data/Data/Final Dataset"
826.
save CID_GEOID_ACS_FLDZONE, replace
827.
828.
829.
*MERGE COLLAPSED POLICIES AND CLAIMS DATASETS*
830.
831.
cd "/Users/kelvinamon/Documents/Data/States"
832.
use Policies_collapsed_big11, clear
833.
834.
cd "/Users/kelvinamon/Dropbox/FEMA Data/Data/Claims Dataset"
835.
merge m:1 geoid year using Claims_collapsed
836.
drop _merge
837.
save claims_policies_collapse_merge, replace
838.
duplicates tag geoid year, gen(dup)
839.
drop if dup == 1
840.
841.
cd "/Users/kelvinamon/Dropbox/FEMA Data/Data/Final Dataset"
842.
save claims_policies_collapse_merge, replace
843.
844.
845.
*MERGE CID,GEOID,AND COMBINED POLICIES AND CLAIMS
DATASETS*
846.
847.
848.
cd "/Users/kelvinamon/Dropbox/FEMA Data/Data/GIS_spatial Dataset"
849.
use CID_GEOID, clear
850.
expand 46
851.
egen year = seq(), f(1973) t(2020)
852.
853.
*expand 44
854.
*egen year = seq(), f(1975) t(2020)
855.
856.
857.
cd "/Users/kelvinamon/Dropbox/FEMA Data/Data/Final Dataset"
858.
merge m:1 geoid year using claims_policies_collapse_merge
859.
860.
*by cid year, sort: egen total_sqmi= total(sqmi)
861.
order cid geoid year sqmi total_sqmi, first
862.
drop if cid == ""
863.
gen byte kelvin = real(cid)==.
864.
drop if kelvin == 1
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865.
keep cid geoid sqmi total_sqmi year state policycount
totalbuildinginsurancecoverage zoneA zoneAE zoneAH_AO_A99_AR zoneV zoneVE
zoneXBCD zoneother totalcontentsinsurancecoverage totalinsurancepremiumofthepolicy
amountpaidonbuildingclaim_c amountpaidoncontentsclaim_c amountpdcompliance_c
policycount_c
866.
replace amountpaidonbuildingclaim_c = 0 if amountpaidonbuildingclaim_c == .
867.
replace amountpaidoncontentsclaim_c = 0 if amountpaidoncontentsclaim_c == .
868.
replace amountpdcompliance_c = 0 if amountpdcompliance_c == .
869.
replace policycount_c = 0 if policycount_c == .
870.
871.
rename * v#, addnumber
872.
rename (v1-v6) (cid geoid year sqmi total_sqmi state)
873.
874.
forvalues i=7/21 {
875.
gen weight = sqmi / total_sqmi
876.
replace weight = 0 if v`i' == .
877.
by cid year, sort: egen adj_total = total(weight)
878.
replace weight = weight / adj_total
879.
order weight, after(total_sqmi)
880.
gen v`i'_x = weight * v`i'
881.
by cid year, sort: egen v`i'_wt = total(v`i'_x), mis
882.
drop v`i' adj_total v`i'_x weight
883.
rename v`i'_wt v`i'
884.
}
885.
rename (v7-v21) (policycount policycount_zoneA policycount_zoneAE
policycount_zoneAH_AO_A99_AR policycount_zoneV policycount_zoneVE
policycount_zoneXBCD policycount_zoneOther buildingcoverage contentscoverage
premium claimcount paidbuildingclaim paidcontents paidcompliance)
886.
887.
order cid geoid year state sqmi total_sqmi
888.
889.
890.
collapse (firstnm) state-paidcompliance, by(cid year)
891.
892.
duplicates tag cid year, gen(dup)
893.
tab dup
894.
drop if dup > 0
895.
drop dup
896.
897.
save claims_policies_collapse_cid, replace
898.
899.
900.
*MERGE CLAIMS,POLICIES,GEOID, FLDZONE, AND CID
DATASETS*
901.
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902.
cd "/Users/kelvinamon/Dropbox/FEMA Data/Data/Final Dataset"
903.
use CID_GEOID_ACS_FLDZONE, clear
904.
905.
merge m:1 cid year using claims_policies_collapse_cid
906.
drop _merge
907.
908.
save claims_policies_cid_fldzone_tract, replace
909.
910.
*MERGE POLICIES,CLAIMS, TRACT, FLDZONE, CID &,
CRS DATASETS*
911.
912.
use CRS_Data1998-2018, clear
913.
914.
keep if state == "AL"|state =="FL"|state =="MS"|state =="PA"|state =="NC"|state
=="NY"|state == "NJ"|state =="SC"|state =="LA"|state =="CA"|state =="TX"
915.
916.
rename cTot TotalPoints
917.
918.
keep cid year manual state Class S300 S400 S500 S600 TotalPoints
919.
920.
merge 1:m cid year using claims_policies_cid_fldzone_tract
921.
922.
order cid year state TotalPoints manual total_sqmi
923.
924.
egen claims = rowtotal(paidbuildingclaim paidcontents paidcompliance)
925.
egen coverage = rowtotal(buildingcoverage contentscoverage),mis
926.
egen pctOther1 = rowtotal(pctOther pctHaw pctMult pctNatAm pctAsian),mis
927.
drop pctOther pctHaw pctMult pctNatAm pctAsian paidbuildingclaim
paidcontents paidcompliance buildingcoverage contentscoverage
928.
rename pctOther1 pctOther
929.
930.
egen AH1 = rowtotal(A99 AO AH ANI), mis
931.
egen XBCD =rowtotal (X D), mis
932.
drop A99 AO AH ANI X D
933.
rename AH1 AH
934.
935.
drop _merge
936.
937.
gen claims1 =claims/1000000
938.
drop claims
939.
rename claims1 claims
940.
941.
gen coverage1 =coverage/100000
942.
drop coverage
943.
rename coverage1 coverage
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944.
945.
946.
947.
948.
949.
950.
951.
952.
953.
954.
955.
956.
957.
958.
959.
960.
961.
962.
963.
964.
965.
966.
967.
968.
969.
970.
971.
972.
973.
974.
975.
976.
977.
978.
979.
980.
981.
982.
983.
984.
985.
986.
987.
988.

gen premium1 = premium/1000000
drop premium
rename premium1 premium
gen statecode = substr(cid,1,2) if cid != ""
replace state = "AL" if statecode == "01"
replace state = "CA" if statecode == "06"
replace state = "FL" if statecode == "12"
replace state = "LA" if statecode == "22"
replace state = "MS" if statecode == "28"
replace state = "NJ" if statecode == "34"
replace state = "NY" if statecode == "36"
replace state = "NC" if statecode == "37"
replace state = "PA" if statecode == "42"
replace state = "SC" if statecode == "45"
replace state = "TX" if statecode == "48"
gen AL = 1 if state == "AL"
replace AL = 0 if AL ==.
gen CA = 1 if state == "CA"
replace CA = 0 if CA ==.
gen FL = 1 if state == "FL"
replace FL = 0 if FL ==.
gen MS = 1 if state == "MS"
replace MS = 0 if MS ==.
gen PA = 1 if state == "PA"
replace PA = 0 if PA ==.
gen LA = 1 if state == "LA"
replace LA = 0 if LA ==.
gen SC = 1 if state == "SC"
replace SC = 0 if SC ==.
gen NC = 1 if state == "NC"
replace NC = 0 if NC ==.
gen NJ = 1 if state == "NJ"
replace NJ = 0 if NJ ==.
gen NY = 1 if state == "NY"
replace NY = 0 if NY ==.
gen TX = 1 if state == "TX"
replace TX = 0 if TX ==.

*gen claimcountT = claimcount
*gen policycountT = policycount
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989.
*drop claimcount policycount
990.
*rename (claimcountT policycountT) (claimcount policycount)
991.
992.
993.
order cid year state TotalPoints manual total_sqmi Class S300 S400 S500 S600
pctHS pctBA medHHinc TotHH pctWhite pctBlack pctOther pctHisp MedAge A AE V
VE AH XBCD policycount policycount_zoneA policycount_zoneAE
policycount_zoneAH_AO_A99_AR policycount_zoneV policycount_zoneVE
policycount_zoneXBCD policycount_zoneOther coverage premium claimcount claims
crs AL CA FL MS PA LA SC NC NJ NY TX
994.
995.
996.
save Final_11_merge.dta, replace
997.
998.
***EXTRAPOLATING CENSUS DATA***
999.
1000.
1001.
1002.
1003.
1004.
1005.
1006.
1007.
1008.
1009.
1010.
1011.
1012.
1013.
1014.
1015.
1016.
1017.
1018.
1019.
1020.
1021.
1022.
1023.
1024.
1025.
1026.
1027.

by cid, sort: egen tot = count(pctHS)
drop if tot == 0
sort cid year, stable
encode cid, gen(CID)
summarize CID
gen pctHS1 = pctHS
gen pctBA1 = pctBA
gen medHHinc1 = medHHinc
gen TotHH1 = TotHH
gen pctWhite1 = pctWhite
gen pctBlack1 = pctBlack
gen pctOther1 = pctOther
gen pctHisp1 = pctHisp
gen MedAge1 = MedAge
forvalues i = 1/8149{
display `i'
gen interact = year if CID == `i'
replace interact = 0 if CID != `i'
regress pctHS interact if CID == `i'
predict pctHShat
replace pctHS1 = pctHShat if CID ==`i' & pctHS == .
replace pctHS1 = 0 if pctHS1 < 0
replace pctHS1 = 100 if pctHS1 > 100
drop pctHShat interact
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1028.
1029.
1030.
1031.
1032.
1033.
1034.
1035.
1036.
1037.
1038.
1039.
1040.
1041.
1042.
1043.
1044.
1045.
1046.
1047.
1048.
1049.
1050.
1051.
1052.
1053.
1054.
1055.
1056.
1057.
1058.
1059.
1060.
1061.
1062.
1063.
1064.
1065.
1066.
1067.
1068.
1069.
1070.
1071.
1072.

gen interact1 = year if CID == `i'
replace interact1 = 0 if CID != `i'
regress pctBA interact1 if CID == `i'
predict pctBAhat
replace pctBA1 = pctBA if CID==`i' & pctBA == .
replace pctBA1 = 0 if pctBA1 < 0
replace pctBA1 = 100 if pctBA1 > 100
drop pctBAhat interact1

gen interact = year if CID == `i'
replace interact = 0 if CID != `i'
regress TotHH interact if CID == `i'
predict TotHHhat
replace TotHH1 = TotHHhat if CID ==`i' & TotHH == .
replace TotHH1 = 0 if TotHH1 < 0
drop TotHHhat interact
gen interact = year if CID == `i'
replace interact = 0 if CID != `i'
regress pctWhite interact if CID == `i'
predict pctWhitehat
replace pctWhite1 = pctWhitehat if CID ==`i' & pctWhite == .
replace pctWhite1 = 0 if pctWhite1 < 0
replace pctWhite1 = 100 if pctWhite1 > 100
drop pctWhitehat interact
gen interact = year if CID == `i'
replace interact = 0 if CID != `i'
regress pctBlack interact if CID == `i'
predict pctBlackhat
replace pctBlack1 = pctBlackhat if CID ==`i' & pctBlack == .
replace pctBlack1 = 0 if pctBlack1 < 0
replace pctBlack1 = 100 if pctBlack1 > 100
drop pctBlackhat interact
gen interact = year if CID == `i'
replace interact = 0 if CID != `i'
regress pctOther interact if CID == `i'
predict pctOtherhat
replace pctOther1 = pctOtherhat if CID ==`i' & pctOther == .
replace pctOther1 = 0 if pctOther1 < 0
replace pctOther1 = 100 if pctOther1 > 100
drop pctOtherhat interact
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1073.
1074.
gen interact = year if CID == `i'
1075.
replace interact = 0 if CID != `i'
1076.
regress pctHisp interact if CID == `i'
1077.
predict pctHisphat
1078.
replace pctHisp1 = pctHisphat if CID ==`i' & pctHisp == .
1079.
replace pctHisp1 = 0 if pctHisp1 < 0
1080.
replace pctHisp1 = 100 if pctHisp1 > 100
1081.
drop pctHisphat interact
1082.
1083.
gen interact = year if CID == `i'
1084.
replace interact = 0 if CID != `i'
1085.
regress MedAge interact if CID == `i'
1086.
predict MedAgehat
1087.
replace MedAge1 = MedAgehat if CID ==`i' & MedAge == .
1088.
replace MedAge1 = 20 if MedAge1 < 20
1089.
replace MedAge1 = 75 if MedAge1 > 75
1090.
drop MedAgehat interact
1091.
}
1092.
1093.
forvalues i = 1/8149{
1094.
gen interact = year if CID == `i'
1095.
replace interact = 0 if CID != `i'
1096.
regress medHHinc interact if CID == `i'
1097.
predict medHHinchat
1098.
replace medHHinc1 = medHHinchat if CID ==`i' & medHHinc == .
1099.
replace medHHinc1 = 0 if medHHinc1 < 0
1100.
drop medHHinchat interact
1101.
}
1102.
1103.
1104.
drop pctHS pctBA medHHinc TotHH pctWhite pctBlack pctOther pctHisp
MedAge tot CID
1105.
1106.
rename (pctHS1 pctBA1 medHHinc1 TotHH1 pctWhite1 pctBlack1 pctOther1
pctHisp1 MedAge1) (pctHS pctBA medHHinc TotHH pctWhite pctBlack pctOther
pctHisp MedAge)
1107.
1108.
*save after extrapolating
1109.
save Final_11_merge_extrap_census, replace
1110.
1111.
egen policycount_zoneA1 = rowtotal(policycount_zoneA policycount_zoneAE
policycount_zoneAH_AO_A99_AR), mis
1112.
egen policycount_zoneV1 = rowtotal(policycount_zoneV policycount_zoneVE),
mis
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1113.
egen policycount_zoneXBCD1 = rowtotal(policycount_zoneXBCD
policycount_zoneOther), mis
1114.
1115.
drop policycount_zoneA policycount_zoneAE policycount_zoneV
policycount_zoneVE policycount_zoneAH_AO_A99_AR policycount_zoneXBCD
policycount_zoneOther
1116.
1117.
rename (policycount_zoneA1 policycount_zoneV1 policycount_zoneXBCD1)
(policycount_zoneA policycount_zoneV policycount_zoneXBCD)
1118.
1119.
by cid, sort: egen tot = total(policycount)
1120.
1121.
drop if tot < 10
1122.
1123.
sort cid year, stable
1124.
encode cid, gen(CID)
1125.
1126.
gen policycount1 = policycount
1127.
1128.
forvalues i = 1/8031{
1129.
display `i'
1130.
gen interact = year if CID == `i'
1131.
replace interact = 0 if CID != `i'
1132.
regress policycount interact if CID == `i'
1133.
predict policycounthat
1134.
replace policycount1 = policycounthat if CID ==`i' & policycount == .
1135.
replace policycount1 = 0 if policycount1 < 0
1136.
drop policycounthat interact
1137.
}
1138.
1139.
gen policycount_zoneA1 = policycount_zoneA
1140.
1141.
forvalues i = 1/8031{
1142.
display `i'
1143.
gen interact = year if CID == `i'
1144.
replace interact = 0 if CID != `i'
1145.
regress policycount_zoneA interact if CID == `i'
1146.
predict policycount_zoneAhat
1147.
replace policycount_zoneA1 = policycount_zoneAhat if CID ==`i' &
policycount_zoneA == .
1148.
replace policycount_zoneA1 = 0 if policycount_zoneA1 < 0
1149.
drop policycount_zoneAhat interact
1150.
}
1151.
1152.
gen policycount_zoneV1 = policycount_zoneV
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1153.
1154.
forvalues i = 1/8031{
1155.
display `i'
1156.
gen interact = year if CID == `i'
1157.
replace interact = 0 if CID != `i'
1158.
regress policycount_zoneV interact if CID == `i'
1159.
predict policycount_zoneVhat
1160.
replace policycount_zoneV1 = policycount_zoneVhat if CID ==`i' &
policycount_zoneV == .
1161.
replace policycount_zoneV1 = 0 if policycount_zoneV1 < 0
1162.
drop policycount_zoneVhat interact
1163.
}
1164.
1165.
gen policycount_zoneXBCD1 = policycount_zoneXBCD
1166.
1167.
forvalues i = 1/8031{
1168.
display `i'
1169.
gen interact = year if CID == `i'
1170.
replace interact = 0 if CID != `i'
1171.
regress policycount_zoneXBCD interact if CID == `i'
1172.
predict policycount_zoneXBCDhat
1173.
replace policycount_zoneXBCD1 = policycount_zoneXBCDhat if CID ==`i' &
policycount_zoneXBCD == .
1174.
replace policycount_zoneXBCD1 = 0 if policycount_zoneXBCD1 < 0
1175.
drop policycount_zoneXBCDhat interact
1176.
}
1177.
1178.
drop policycount policycount_zoneA policycount_zoneV
policycount_zoneXBCD tot CID
1179.
1180.
rename (policycount1 policycount_zoneA1 policycount_zoneV1
policycount_zoneXBCD1) (policycount policycount_zoneA policycount_zoneV
policycount_zoneXBCD)
1181.
1182.
drop if year >2018 | year <1991
1183.
1184.
*save after extrapolating
1185.
save Final_11_merge_extrap_census_policies, replace
1186.
1187.
1188.
1189.
*MERGE WITH CRS ENTRY DATA*
1190.
import excel "/Users/kelvinamon/Dropbox/FEMA Data/Data/Final
Dataset/crsentery.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow clear
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1191.
keep State CRSEntryDate CurrentEffectiveDate CommunityNumber
CurrentClass
1192.
rename CommunityNumber cid
1193.
rename CRSEntryDate entry
1194.
rename CurrentEffectiveDate effectivedate
1195.
1196.
generate date_text2 = string(entry, "%td")
1197.
gen yearofentry = substr(date_text2,6,9)
1198.
destring yearofentry, gen(yearofentry1)
1199.
drop entry State
1200.
rename yearofentry1 entry
1201.
generate date_text3 = string(effectivedate, "%td")
1202.
gen yearofentry2 = substr(date_text3,6,9)
1203.
destring yearofentry2, gen(yearofentry3)
1204.
drop effectivedate
1205.
rename yearofentry3 effectivedate
1206.
drop if entry > 2018
1207.
drop if effectivedate > 2018
1208.
1209.
tab entry
1210.
tab effectivedate
1211.
drop date_text2 yearofentry date_text3 yearofentry2
1212.
save CRS_entry, replace
1213.
1214.
use CRS_entry, clear
1215.
1216.
1217.
merge 1:m cid using Final_11_merge_extrap_census_policies
1218.
1219.
drop _merge
1220.
1221.
replace crs = 1 if year >= entry & year <= 1997
1222.
replace crs = 0 if CurrentClass == 10 & year <= 1997 & year >= effectivedate
1223.
replace crs = 0 if crs == . & year <= 1997
1224.
1225.
1226.
1227.
/*
1228.
drop statecode
1229.
1230.
gen statecode = substr(cid,1,2) if cid != ""
1231.
replace state = "AL" if statecode == "01"
1232.
replace state = "CA" if statecode == "06"
1233.
replace state = "FL" if statecode == "12"
1234.
replace state = "LA" if statecode == "22"
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1235.
1236.
1237.
1238.
1239.
1240.
1241.
1242.
1243.
1244.

replace state = "MS" if statecode == "28"
replace state = "NJ" if statecode == "34"
replace state = "NY" if statecode == "36"
replace state = "NC" if statecode == "37"
replace state = "PA" if statecode == "42"
replace state = "SC" if statecode == "45"
replace state = "TX" if statecode == "48"
*/
*save Final_11_merge with years 1991-2018
save Final_11_merge_1991_2018_CRS_entry, replace

A.2
1. ****REGRESSION ANALYSIS*****
2. /*
3. egen policycount_zoneA1 = rowtotal(policycount_zoneA policycount_zoneAE
policycount_zoneAH_AO_A99_AR)
4. egen policycount_zoneV1 = rowtotal(policycount_zoneV policycount_zoneVE)
5. egen policycount_zoneXBCD1 = rowtotal(policycount_zoneXBCD
policycount_zoneOther)
6. drop policycount_zoneA policycount_zoneAE policycount_zoneV policycount_zoneVE
policycount_zoneAH_AO_A99_AR policycount_zoneXBCD policycount_zoneOther
7. rename (policycount_zoneA1 policycount_zoneV1 policycount_zoneXBCD1)
(policycount_zoneA policycount_zoneV policycount_zoneXBCD)
8. */
9. drop if claims == .
10. egen SFHA = rowtotal(policycount_zoneA policycount_zoneV)
11. egen nonSFHA = rowtotal(policycount_zoneXBCD)
12. *replace policycount = 0 if policycount == .
13. *replace policycount_zoneXBCD = 0 if policycount_zoneXBCD == .
14. *Scalling up*
15. gen medHHinc1 = medHHinc/1000
16. drop medHHinc
17. rename medHHinc1 medHHinc
18. gen nonSFHA1 = nonSFHA/1000
19. drop nonSFHA
20. rename nonSFHA1 nonSFHA
100

21. gen SFHA1 = SFHA/1000
22. drop SFHA
23. rename SFHA1 SFHA
24. gen TotHH1 = TotHH/1000
25. drop TotHH
26. rename TotHH1 TotHH

27. gen year1991 = 1 if year == 1991
28. replace year1991 = 0 if year1991 == .
29. gen year1992 = 1 if year == 1992
30. replace year1992 = 0 if year1992 == .
31. gen year1993 = 1 if year == 1993
32. replace year1993 = 0 if year1993 == .
33. gen year1994 = 1 if year == 1994
34. replace year1994 = 0 if year1994 == .
35. gen year1995 = 1 if year == 1995
36. replace year1995 = 0 if year1995 == .
37. gen year1996 = 1 if year == 1996
38. replace year1996 = 0 if year1996 == .
39. gen year1997 = 1 if year == 1997
40. replace year1997 = 0 if year1997 == .
41. gen year1998 = 1 if year == 1998
42. replace year1998 = 0 if year1998 == .
43. gen year1999 = 1 if year == 1999
44. replace year1999 = 0 if year1999 == .
45. gen year2000 = 1 if year == 2000
46. replace year2000 = 0 if year2000 == .
47. gen year2001 = 1 if year == 2001
48. replace year2001= 0 if year2001 == .
49. gen year2002 = 1 if year == 2002
50. replace year2002 = 0 if year2002 == .
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51. gen year2003 = 1 if year == 2003
52. replace year2003 = 0 if year2003 == .
53. gen year2004 = 1 if year == 2004
54. replace year2004 = 0 if year2004 == .
55. gen year2005 = 1 if year == 2005
56. replace year2005= 0 if year2005 == .
57. gen year2006 = 1 if year == 2006
58. replace year2006 = 0 if year2006 == .
59. gen year2007 = 1 if year == 2007
60. replace year2007 = 0 if year2007 == .
61. gen year2008 = 1 if year == 2008
62. replace year2008 = 0 if year2008 == .
63. gen year2009 = 1 if year == 2009
64. replace year2009 = 0 if year2009 == .
65. gen year2010 = 1 if year == 2010
66. replace year2010 = 0 if year2010 == .
67. gen year2011 = 1 if year == 2011
68. replace year2011 = 0 if year2011 == .
69. gen year2012 = 1 if year == 2012
70. replace year2012 = 0 if year2012 == .
71. gen year2013 = 1 if year == 2013
72. replace year2013 = 0 if year2013 == .
73. gen year2014 = 1 if year == 2014
74. replace year2014 = 0 if year2014 == .
75. gen year2015 = 1 if year == 2015
76. replace year2015 = 0 if year2015 == .
77. gen year2016 = 1 if year == 2016
78. replace year2016 = 0 if year2016 == .
79. gen year2017 = 1 if year == 2017
80. replace year2017 = 0 if year2017 == .
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81. gen year2018 = 1 if year == 2018
82. replace year2018 = 0 if year2018 == .
83. replace coverage = 0 if coverage == .
84. replace premium = 0 if premium == .
85. replace claimcount = 0 if claimcount == .
86. replace Class = 10 if Class == 0
87. *log using SUMMARY
88. summarize
89. *log close
90. *lagged Variables*
91. sort cid year
92. by cid: gen claimslag1 = claims[_n-1]
93. by cid: gen claimslag2 = claims[_n-2]
94. by cid: gen claimslag3 = claims[_n-3]
95. *Lagged SFHA Policycount
96. sort cid year
97. by cid: gen SFHA_lag1 = SFHA[_n-1]
98. by cid: gen SFHA_lag2 = SFHA[_n-2]
99. by cid: gen SFHA_lag3 = SFHA[_n-3]
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.

*Lagged nonSFHA Policycount
sort cid year
by cid: gen nonSFHA_lag1 = nonSFHA[_n-1]
by cid: gen nonSFHA_lag2 = nonSFHA[_n-2]
by cid: gen nonSFHA_lag3 = nonSFHA[_n-3]

105.
order cid year state total_sqmi sqmi TotalPoints manual Class S300 S400 S500
S600 crs A AE V VE AH XBCD OW policycount policycount_zoneA
policycount_zoneV policycount_zoneXBCD coverage premium claimcount claims
claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2 SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1
nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctHS pctBA medHHinc TotHH pctWhite pctBlack
pctOther pctHisp MedAge AL CA FL MS PA LA SC NC NJ NY TX

106.
107.

*save Final_11_merge with years 1998-2018
save Final_11_merge_1991_2018, replace
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108.

**Hausman Test**

109.

*TotalPoints

110.
111.

destring cid, gen(CID)
xtset CID

112.
xtreg TotalPoints claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2
SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH
pctOther pctBlack MedAge year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003
year2004 year2005 year2006 year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012
year2013 year2014 year2015 year2016 year2017, fe
113.
estimates store fixedTotPoints
114.
xtreg TotalPoints claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2
SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH
pctOther pctBlack MedAge year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003
year2004 year2005 year2006 year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012
year2013 year2014 year2015 year2016 year2017, re
115.

hausman fixedTotPoints ., sigmamore

116.

*S300

117.
xtreg S300 claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2
SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH
pctOther pctBlack MedAge year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003
year2004 year2005 year2006 year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012
year2013 year2014 year2015 year2016 year2017, fe
118.
estimates store fixedS300
119.
xtreg S300 claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2
SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH
pctOther pctBlack MedAge year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003
year2004 year2005 year2006 year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012
year2013 year2014 year2015 year2016 year2017, re
120.

hausman fixedS300 ., sigmamore

121.

*S400

122.
xtreg S400 claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2
SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH
pctOther pctBlack MedAge year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003
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year2004 year2005 year2006 year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012
year2013 year2014 year2015 year2016 year2017, fe
123.
estimates store fixedS400
124.
xtreg S400 claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2
SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH
pctOther pctBlack MedAge year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003
year2004 year2005 year2006 year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012
year2013 year2014 year2015 year2016 year2017, re
125.

hausman fixedS400 ., sigmamore

126.

*S500

127.
xtreg S500 claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2
SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH
pctOther pctBlack MedAge year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003
year2004 year2005 year2006 year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012
year2013 year2014 year2015 year2016 year2017, fe
128.
estimates store fixedS500
129.
xtreg S500 claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2
SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH
pctOther pctBlack MedAge year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003
year2004 year2005 year2006 year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012
year2013 year2014 year2015 year2016 year2017, re
130.

hausman fixedS500 ., sigmamore

131.

*S600*

132.
xtreg S600 claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2
SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH
pctOther pctBlack MedAge year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003
year2004 year2005 year2006 year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012
year2013 year2014 year2015 year2016 year2017, fe
133.
estimates store fixedS600
134.
xtreg S600 claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2
SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH
pctOther pctBlack MedAge year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003
year2004 year2005 year2006 year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012
year2013 year2014 year2015 year2016 year2017, re
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135.

hausman fixedS600 ., sigmamore

136.
*Selection
137.
xtreg crs claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2 SFHA_lag3
nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH pctOther
pctBlack MedAge year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004
year2005 year2006 year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013
year2014 year2015 year2016 year2017, fe
138.

estimate store selectionfixed

139.
xtreg crs claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2 SFHA_lag3
nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH pctOther
pctBlack MedAge year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004
year2005 year2006 year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013
year2014 year2015 year2016 year2017, re
140.

hausman selectionfixed ., sigmamore

141.

** Total Points **

142.

//2PM\\

143.
144.

destring cid, gen(CID)
xtset CID

145.
xtlogit crs claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2 SFHA_lag3
nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH pctOther
pctBlack MedAge year1991 year1992 year1993 year1994 year1995 year1996 year1997
year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004 year2005 year2006
year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013 year2014 year2015
year2016 year2017, fe
146.
margins, dydx(*)
147.
outreg2 using 2PM.doc, stats(coef) noparen dec(4) eqkeep (crs) replace
ctitle(Panel_logit)
148.
logit crs claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2 SFHA_lag3
nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH pctOther
pctBlack MedAge year1991 year1992 year1993 year1994 year1995 year1996 year1997
year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004 year2005 year2006
year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013 year2014 year2015
year2016 year2017 AL CA MS PA LA SC NC NJ NY TX, vce (cluster CID)
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149.

margins, dydx(*)

150.
outreg2 using 2PM.doc, stats(coef) noparen dec(4) eqkeep (crs) append
ctitle(Non-Panel_logit)
151.
152.

*INTENSITY OF PARTICIPATION*
drop if year < 1998

153.
** LIMIT OBS TO CRS == 1 (PARTICIPATING) ONLY FOR PURPOSES OF
CALCULATING MEANS BELOW
154.
replace claimslag1 = . if year == 1998
155.
replace claimslag2 = . if year == 1998 | year == 1999
156.
replace claimslag3 = . if year == 1998 | year == 1999 | year == 2000
157.
158.
159.

replace SFHA_lag1 = . if year == 1998
replace SFHA_lag2 = . if year == 1998 | year == 1999
replace SFHA_lag3 = . if year == 1998 | year == 1999 | year == 2000

160.
161.
162.

replace nonSFHA_lag1 = . if year == 1998
replace nonSFHA_lag2 = . if year == 1998 | year == 1999
replace nonSFHA_lag3 = . if year == 1998 | year == 1999 | year == 2000

163.
** LIMIT OBS TO CRS == 1 (PARTICIPATING) ONLY FOR PURPOSES OF
CALCULATING MEANS BELOW
164.
gen nm_TotalPoints = TotalPoints if crs == 1
165.
gen nm_S300 = S300 if crs == 1
166.
gen nm_S400 = S400 if crs == 1
167.
gen nm_S500 = S500 if crs == 1
168.
gen nm_S600 = S600 if crs == 1
169.
gen nm_claimslag1 = claimslag1 if crs == 1
170.
gen nm_claimslag2 = claimslag2 if crs == 1
171.
gen nm_claimslag3 = claimslag3 if crs == 1
172.
gen nm_SFHA_lag1 = SFHA_lag1 if crs == 1
173.
gen nm_SFHA_lag2 = SFHA_lag2 if crs == 1
174.
gen nm_SFHA_lag3 = SFHA_lag3 if crs == 1
175.
gen nm_nonSFHA_lag1 = nonSFHA_lag1 if crs == 1
176.
gen nm_nonSFHA_lag2 = nonSFHA_lag2 if crs == 1
177.
gen nm_nonSFHA_lag3 = nonSFHA_lag3 if crs== 1
178.
gen nm_pctBA = pctBA if crs == 1
179.
gen nm_medHHinc = medHHinc if crs == 1
180.
gen nm_TotHH = TotHH if crs == 1
181.
gen nm_MedAge = MedAge if crs == 1
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182.
** GENERATE VARIABLE MEANS TO CONSTRUCT X-DOT-DOT AND YDOT-DOT FROM Wooldridge (3.9), AS DEFINED IN (2.5) AND (2.6)
183.
by cid, sort: egen mu_TotalPoints = mean(nm_TotalPoints)
184.
by cid, sort: egen mu_S300 = mean(nm_S300)
185.
by cid, sort: egen mu_S400 = mean(nm_S400)
186.
by cid, sort: egen mu_S500 = mean(nm_S500)
187.
by cid, sort: egen mu_S600 = mean(nm_S600)
188.
by cid, sort: egen mu_claimslag1 = mean(nm_claimslag1)
189.
by cid, sort: egen mu_claimslag2 = mean(nm_claimslag2)
190.
by cid, sort: egen mu_claimslag3 = mean(nm_claimslag3)
191.
by cid, sort: egen mu_SFHA_lag1 = mean(nm_SFHA_lag1)
192.
by cid, sort: egen mu_SFHA_lag2 = mean(nm_SFHA_lag2)
193.
by cid, sort: egen mu_SFHA_lag3 = mean(nm_SFHA_lag3)
194.
by cid, sort: egen mu_nonSFHA_lag1 = mean(nm_nonSFHA_lag1)
195.
by cid, sort: egen mu_nonSFHA_lag2 = mean(nm_nonSFHA_lag2)
196.
by cid, sort: egen mu_nonSFHA_lag3 = mean(nm_nonSFHA_lag3)
197.
by cid, sort: egen mu_pctBA = mean(nm_pctBA)
198.
by cid, sort: egen mu_medHHinc = mean(nm_medHHinc)
199.
by cid, sort: egen mu_TotHH = mean(nm_TotHH)
200.
by cid, sort: egen mu_MedAge = mean(nm_MedAge)
201.
** GENERATE X-DOT-DOT AND Y-DOT-DOT (DIFFERENCED
VARIABLES)
202.
gen df_TotalPoints = TotalPoints - mu_TotalPoints
203.
gen df_S300 = S300 - mu_S300
204.
gen df_S400 = S400 - mu_S400
205.
gen df_S500 = S500 - mu_S500
206.
gen df_S600 = S600 - mu_S600
207.
gen df_claimslag1 = claimslag1 - mu_claimslag1
208.
gen df_claimslag2 = claimslag2 - mu_claimslag2
209.
gen df_claimslag3 = claimslag3 - mu_claimslag3
210.
gen df_SFHA_lag1 = SFHA_lag1 - mu_SFHA_lag1
211.
gen df_SFHA_lag2 = SFHA_lag2 - mu_SFHA_lag2
212.
gen df_SFHA_lag3 = SFHA_lag3 - mu_SFHA_lag3
213.
gen df_nonSFHA_lag1 = nonSFHA_lag1 - mu_nonSFHA_lag1
214.
gen df_nonSFHA_lag2 = nonSFHA_lag2 - mu_nonSFHA_lag2
215.
gen df_nonSFHA_lag3 = nonSFHA_lag3 - mu_nonSFHA_lag3
216.
gen df_pctBA = pctBA - mu_pctBA
217.
gen df_medHHinc = medHHinc - mu_medHHinc
218.
gen df_TotHH = TotHH - mu_TotHH
219.
gen df_MedAge = MedAge - mu_MedAge
220.
** LOOPS PROBIT BY YEAR TO GET MILLS (Wooldridge Step 3.2(i)) TO
USE IN Step 3.2(ii).
221.
gen lambda = .
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222.

** 2001-2011 MODEL HAD PROBLEMS SO HAD TO DROP SFHA LAGS

223.
forvalues t = 2001/2016{
224.
display "year = " `t'
225.
probit crs claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2 SFHA_lag3
nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 medHHinc TotHH pctOther pctBlack
MedAge if year == `t'
226.

predict phat, xb

227.

replace lambda = normalden(phat)/normal(phat) if crs == 1 & year ==`t'

228.
229.

drop phat
}

230.

*LEFT OUT SFHA LAGS IN 2017 DUE TO CONVERGENCE ISSUES

231.
forvalues t = 2017/2017{
232.
display "year = " `t'
233.
probit crs claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH pctOther
pctBlack MedAge if year == `t'
234.

predict phat, xb

235.

replace lambda = normalden(phat)/normal(phat) if crs == 1 & year ==`t'

236.
237.

drop phat
}

238.
** FINISHING UP REMAINING YEARS AFTER 2017 INTERRUPTION
ABOVE
239.
forvalues t = 2018/2018 {
240.
display "year = " `t'
241.
probit crs claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2 SFHA_lag3
nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH pctOther
pctBlack MedAge if year == `t'
242.

predict phat, xb

243.

replace lambda = normalden(phat)/normal(phat) if crs == 1 & year ==`t'

244.

drop phat
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245.

}

246.
247.
248.

** GENERATE LAMBDA-DOT-DOT (DIFFERENCED MILLS) FROM 3.2(ii)
by cid, sort: egen mu_lambda = mean(lambda)
gen df_lambda = lambda - mu_lambda

249.
FE REGRESSIONS USING DIFFERENCED VARIABLES, INCLUDING
DIFFERENCED MILLS (LAMBDA)
250.

** TOTAL POINTS**

251.
reg df_TotalPoints df_claimslag1 df_claimslag2 df_claimslag3 df_SFHA_lag1
df_SFHA_lag2 df_SFHA_lag3 df_nonSFHA_lag1 df_nonSFHA_lag2
df_nonSFHA_lag3 df_pctBA df_medHHinc df_TotHH df_MedAge year1998 year1999
year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004 year2005 year2006 year2007 year2008
year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013 year2014 year2015 year2016 year2017
df_lambda, vce(robust)
252.
outreg2 using heckman_totalpoints.doc, stats(coef) noparen dec(4) eqkeep(crs)
replace ctitle(Panel Model)
253.
heckman TotalPoints claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2
SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 medHHinc pctBA TotHH
year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004 year2005 year2006
year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013 year2014 year2015
year2016 year2017 AL CA MS PA LA SC NC NJ NY TX, select(crs = claimslag1
claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2 SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1
nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH pctOther pctBlack MedAge
year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004 year2005 year2006
year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013 year2014 year2015
year2016 year2017 AL CA MS PA LA SC NC NJ NY TX) vce(cluster CID)
254.
outreg2 using heckman_totalpoints.doc, stats(coef) noparen dec(4) eqkeep(crs)
append ctitle(Non-Panel Model)

255.
** INDIVIDUAL CRS SERIES POINTS
256.
reg df_S300 df_claimslag1 df_claimslag2 df_claimslag3 df_SFHA_lag1
df_SFHA_lag2 df_SFHA_lag3 df_nonSFHA_lag1 df_nonSFHA_lag2
df_nonSFHA_lag3 df_pctBA df_medHHinc df_TotHH df_MedAge year1998 year1999
year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004 year2005 year2006 year2007 year2008
year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013 year2014 year2015 year2016 year2017
df_lambda, vce(robust)
257.
outreg2 using heckman_S300.doc, stats(coef) noparen dec(4) eqkeep(crs) replace
ctitle(Panel Model)
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258.
heckman S300 claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2
SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 medHHinc pctBA TotHH
year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004 year2005 year2006
year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013 year2014 year2015
year2016 year2017 AL CA MS PA LA SC NC NJ NY TX, select(crs = claimslag1
claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2 SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1
nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH pctOther pctBlack MedAge
year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004 year2005 year2006
year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013 year2014 year2015
year2016 year2017 AL CA MS PA LA SC NC NJ NY TX) vce(cluster CID)
259.
outreg2 using heckman_S300.doc, stats(coef) noparen dec(4) eqkeep(crs) append
ctitle(Non-Panel Model)
260.
reg df_S400 df_claimslag1 df_claimslag2 df_claimslag3 df_SFHA_lag1
df_SFHA_lag2 df_SFHA_lag3 df_nonSFHA_lag1 df_nonSFHA_lag2
df_nonSFHA_lag3 df_pctBA df_medHHinc df_TotHH df_MedAge year1998 year1999
year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004 year2005 year2006 year2007 year2008
year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013 year2014 year2015 year2016 year2017
df_lambda, vce(robust)
261.
outreg2 using heckman_S400.doc, stats(coef) noparen dec(4) eqkeep(crs) replace
ctitle(Panel Model)

262.
heckman S400 claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2
SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 medHHinc pctBA TotHH
year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004 year2005 year2006
year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013 year2014 year2015
year2016 year2017 AL CA MS PA LA SC NC NJ NY TX, select(crs = claimslag1
claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2 SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1
nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH pctOther pctBlack MedAge
year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004 year2005 year2006
year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013 year2014 year2015
year2016 year2017 AL CA MS PA LA SC NC NJ NY TX) vce(cluster CID)
263.
outreg2 using heckman_S400.doc, stats(coef) noparen dec(4) eqkeep(crs) append
ctitle(Non-Panel Model)

264.
reg df_S500 df_claimslag1 df_claimslag2 df_claimslag3 df_SFHA_lag1
df_SFHA_lag2 df_SFHA_lag3 df_nonSFHA_lag1 df_nonSFHA_lag2
df_nonSFHA_lag3 df_pctBA df_medHHinc df_TotHH df_MedAge year1998 year1999
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year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004 year2005 year2006 year2007 year2008
year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013 year2014 year2015 year2016 year2017
df_lambda, vce(robust)
265.
outreg2 using heckman_S500.doc, stats(coef) noparen dec(4) eqkeep(crs) replace
ctitle(Panel Model)
266.
heckman S500 claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2
SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 medHHinc pctBA TotHH
year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004 year2005 year2006
year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013 year2014 year2015
year2016 year2017 AL CA MS PA LA SC NC NJ NY TX, select(crs = claimslag1
claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2 SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1
nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH pctOther pctBlack MedAge
year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004 year2005 year2006
year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013 year2014 year2015
year2016 year2017 AL CA MS PA LA SC NC NJ NY TX) vce(cluster CID)
267.
outreg2 using heckman_S500.doc, stats(coef) noparen dec(4) eqkeep(crs) append
ctitle(Non-Panel Model)
268.
reg df_S600 df_claimslag1 df_claimslag2 df_claimslag3 df_SFHA_lag1
df_SFHA_lag2 df_SFHA_lag3 df_nonSFHA_lag1 df_nonSFHA_lag2
df_nonSFHA_lag3 df_pctBA df_medHHinc df_TotHH df_MedAge year1998 year1999
year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004 year2005 year2006 year2007 year2008
year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013 year2014 year2015 year2016 year2017
df_lambda, vce(robust)
269.
outreg2 using heckman_S600.doc, stats(coef) noparen dec(4) eqkeep(crs) replace
ctitle(Panel Model)
270.
heckman S600 claimslag1 claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2
SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1 nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 medHHinc pctBA TotHH
year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004 year2005 year2006
year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013 year2014 year2015
year2016 year2017 AL CA MS PA LA SC NC NJ NY TX, select(crs = claimslag1
claimslag2 claimslag3 SFHA_lag1 SFHA_lag2 SFHA_lag3 nonSFHA_lag1
nonSFHA_lag2 nonSFHA_lag3 pctBA medHHinc TotHH pctOther pctBlack MedAge
year1998 year1999 year2000 year2001 year2002 year2003 year2004 year2005 year2006
year2007 year2008 year2009 year2010 year2011 year2012 year2013 year2014 year2015
year2016 year2017 AL CA MS PA LA SC NC NJ NY TX) vce(cluster CID)
271.
outreg2 using heckman_S600.doc, stats(coef) noparen dec(4) eqkeep(crs) append
ctitle(Non-Panel Model)
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